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Introducing the Signature™ and Allure™ Series—Truth’s breathtaking new
handle sets for the sliding patio door market are elegant and revolutionary in design.
Truth has designed a unique set of patio door handles created to enhance any size
patio door.

Handle Sets Offer:
• The opportunity to customize your door through escutcheon style options
• Compatible with industry standard single or multi-point mortise locks
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• Handles to fit stile thickness ranging from 1.25″ to 2.25″
• Optional key lock cylinders
• Inactive configurations for OXXO doors
• Extended bosses on inside and outside escutcheons to enhance handle stability

Allure
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• Truth’s Signature Series are available in plated decorative finishes on solid brass
or painted finishes on zinc
• Truth’s Allure Series are available in painted finishes on an aluminum base
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For more information visit www.truth.com or call 1-800-866-7884.
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Florida's Department of Civil
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wall system, see feature article
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When inclement weather strikes, even
your highest quality doors are only as
good as your multipoint locking system.
Recurrent hurricanes and other weather disasters mean tougher building codes and
the desire to avoid product liability issues. Even your highest quality constructed door
will be only as good as its multipoint locking system.
Winkhaus’s robust, tapered hooks pull the door smoothly into the frame, against the
gasket for a tight seal. Simultaneously, the hooks engage behind the strike plate
providing a positive engagement that will last even through the highest performance
requirements. Count on Winkhaus to reliably supply the system that prevents door
warpage as well as air and water infiltration.
And only Winkhaus features One Motion™ (patent pending), which automatically
releases all locking points from the inside with one simple downward motion of the
handle. A comforting safety feature that homeowners demand.
Made with corrosion-resistant 300 Series stainless steel, of course, providing outstanding performance for a lifetime.
Winkhaus North America, Inc.
1171 Universal Boulevard • Whitewater, WI 53190
P: 262.472.8800 • F: 262.472.8900 • www.winkhaus.us.com
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Holy Price of Krypton,
Batman!
BY

rices at the pump aren’t the
only high gas prices—krypton is up to approximately
$1.50 per liter—a $1 per liter jump
from earlier this year. And as with
consumer gas prices these krypton
prices will continue to rise.
Manufacturers that use krypton
gas in their IG units know all too
well the effect these high prices are
having on their business. Tom
Gallagher of Spectra Gases outlines
the problem and some solutions
for manufacturers in his article on
page 6. Even if you don’t use krypton currently it’s important to
understand this issue.
Randy Ernst of FDR Design is
another noted expert on gas filling.
According to Ernst, it’s not as simple as changing from krypton to
say, argon, or using a mixture of
gases to combat the high prices.
“Manufacturers that use krypton
are now stuck and in a state of
panic,” says Ernst. “If you have a
product with a NFRC rating, you
can’t just change it.”
“Think of it like this. You drive a
SUV and you’d rather drive a smaller car, but what can you do? Do you
make a radical change when gas
prices will eventually go back
down?” asks Ernst. Maybe not, but
the sad fact is that manufacturers
in many cases are forced to sit back
and watch their profits erode.
Some may think that the gas producers are driving up the krypton
prices, and while some may believe
this, Ernst admits there is some justification for the increases.
“It take tons of energy to produce
this gas,” he says. “Additionally,
most of these producers are in
Europe where the price of the
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EURO has gone up as well.”
When I talked to Gallagher
about this situation he alluded to
the fact that, when changes are
made to the ENERGY STAR® program,
this may force more manufacturers to use krypton in their window
systems.
“The gas producers are hoping
this occurs,” says Ernst. “The DOE
is spending a few million dollars on
the research of next-generation
windows.”
But Ernst isn’t convinced that
krypton is the answer saying that
the same thermal performance can
be achieved by using different gap
widths, for example. And other factors come into play such as center
of glass performance and the
frame.
So, as this column, and my conversation with Ernst, began with
the subject of krypton it ended
with the reaffirmation that when
ENERGY STAR makes changes, this
will mean big adjustments for
manufacturers—no easy fixes will
be available.
And as is often the case lately,
our conversation also came back to
a discussion of recyclability, etc.
“It used to be that manufacturers
talked about cradle-to-grave,” says
Ernst. “But now it’s more about dustto-dirt.” In other words how much
energy does it take to produce your
window to recycle it, etc.?
With so many issues affecting
manufacturers lately, it’s more
important than ever to prepare now
for upcoming changes. That way
when say ENERGY STAR changes are
announced or the price of krypton
rises again, you won’t be praying for
Batman to come rescue you.
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GUEST COLUMN

Pricing Alert
There is a Global Shortage of Krypton Gas
BY
igh gas prices aren’t found
only at the pump. If you’re a
window manufacturer that
uses krypton, or even xenon or neon,
you already know that. And you
know that this is having a major
impact on your business, as there is a
major global shortage of krypton
gas. Before we talk about how long
this will last and how you can cope,
let’s look at why there is a shortage.
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Krypton Usage Explodes
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Let’s go back in time to 1998 when
approximately 60 million liters of
krypton gas were produced worldwide. About 90 percent of this krypton or 54 million liters were required
in the manufacture of light bulbs
with approximately 9 percent or 5.4
million liters being placed in insulating glass units (IGUs) on a global
basis. Now let’s go to 2008. Today,
approximately 90 million liters of
krypton gas are produced annually.
Additionally, approximately 40 million liters are required by the global
fenestration industry for energyefficient insulating glass units. In ten
years the fenestration industry has
exploded in its krypton gas requirements: an annual increase rate of
110 percent or four million additional liters required per year.
Global supply does not meet global demand, which creates a major
problem for both the lighting and
fenestration industries. The net
effect of this imbalance is the rising
cost of krypton gas. At the beginning
of 2008 the price of a liter of krypton
gas was approximately 50 cents per
liter. In May it has risen to above a $1
per liter and is expected to reach to
$2 per liter in a few months. The
North American fenestration induswww.dwmmag.com

TOM

GALLAGHER

The fenestration industry
is in stiff competition with
other IGU manufacturers
and with light bulb
manufacturers for every
liter of krypton gas.
try is in stiff competition with other
IGU manufacturers and with light
bulb manufacturers around the
world for every liter of krypton gas.

There are Solutions
The price of krypton will rise
through 2008. No one can predict
beyond this time period; however, all
commodities have their sine and
cosine curves for pricing and this is
also true for krypton gas. Market
pricing will always go up and down:
manufacturers must adjust and customers will adapt.
First Solution
The gas industry is now adjusting
to this crisis and a number of new air
separation units that produce rare
gases, such as krypton, xenon and
neon, are being produced currently
to offset some of this annual gas volume deficit. However, it takes
between 18 to 24 months from the
turning of the first wrench to the time
the first molecule of rare gas comes
out of the column. Therefore it will
take at least until the middle or end
of 2009 before some relief comes.
Second Solution
Some of the IGU manufacturers
are now adjusting to the rising cost of
krypton and, instead of putting in
pure krypton in their IGUs, they are
using a gas mixture of krypton and
argon. This may be a 90/10, 80/20 or
50/50 krypton/argon gas mixture

ratio that is used to reduce costs but
still increase the “R” value for the
IGU. This helps in both cost accountability and customer relations.
Third Solution
Approximately 30 to 40 percent of
all krypton put through hand-held
gas filling systems are lost during
IGU filling. Some IGU manufacturers now have incorporated a krypton
recovery system to capture between
15 and 18 percent of all krypton gas
purchased. This helps reduce costs
and capture major krypton losses
that escape into the atmosphere
during the filling process.
Final Solution
Pay the higher prices until the
cosine curve cycles downward
sometime, I hope, in 2010.

Predicting the Future
No one knows when global supply
will again meet global demand; it’s
doubtful that it will happen until the
end of 2009. I hope, for both the fenestration and lighting industries that
it is sooner. This shortage has a direct
relationship to individual and global
energy savings for window and lighting products and another direct relationship to the quantity of oil each
person, company and country consumes. Serious adjustments must be
made by all until a new balance in
supply versus demand occurs but
until then, hope dictates that there is
always light at the end of the tunnel.
Or did I just hear a train whistle?
❙
Tom Gallagher is vice president of Spectra
Gases/Linde. He may be reached at
TomG@spectra-gases.com. Mr. Gallagher’s
opinions are solely his own and do not
necessarily reflect the views of this
magazine.
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EYE ON ENERGY

The FTC is Watching
Make Sure You Back up your Green Claims
BY
hen I walked around the
International Builders’
Show back in February, I
saw a Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) environmental claims suit
waiting to happen. The entire
West Hall had been bitten by the
green bug. New products that
were environmentally preferred,
eco-friendly, recyclable, recycled
and/or sustainable dominated
every corner of the hall.
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Except most of them were greenwashed, meaning that more money
was spent on marketing something
as green than actually making it
green. In the entire hall, I found
only one company that got it right.
“We’re expecting the test report
back from the lab next week. We
think we’re going to have 50-percent recycled, post-industrial content,” said a rep from a company
that made nails. Wow! Only one
company seemed to have actually
read the FTC Green Guides. Only
one company had backed and educated its salesforce enough to make
a reasonably accurate claim.
Now, truth be told, I didn’t include
fenestration manufacturers in my
informal survey. I didn’t think this
was necessary as I am very familiar
with various companies and people
in the industry who have been looking at green issues for a long time. In
fact, there’s been enough interest
that the American Architectural
Manufacturers Association (AAMA)
announced recently that it will develop a green certification program.
But let’s get back to the FTC for a
minute, so I can explain its Green
Guide. These are documents from
www.dwmmag.com

ARLENE

Z.

STEWART

FTC staff that “provide insight
about general principles for all
environmental marketing claims
and provide specifics about certain
green claims, such as degradability
…. recyclability, recycled content
and ozone safety.” Laura Koss from
the FTC staff indicated that the
guides were slated to be updated
every ten years, but that the review
period was moved up a year
because of all the green activity.
Many topics simply are not covered
currently, so FTC is taking public
comment. There are more workshops planned and Koss tells me
that one of the topics they are considering is building materials.

Green Certification
Program for Fenestration
Now, I suspect that some readers
are grousing, “Not another meeting!
Why do we need another regulation?
Another hoop to jump through?”
This reaction always puzzles me,
especially from an industry with
such pride in its certification programs. Fenestration manufacturers
have struggled to find their niche in
the green marketplace and yet, in
my mind, it’s been sitting under our
collective noses all the time.
Truly, there is nothing that I have
seen in the green community that
could touch a certification program
developed by the fenestration
industry. I’m not singling any particular one out, because it wouldn’t
matter. Pick one—they all have better infrastructure than any of the
green certifications to which I’ve
been privy. I firmly believe that
when FTC starts to focus on building materials, it will be the fenestration industry that sets the bar for all

other green programs.
So the timing to develop a green
fenestration program is perfect. The
window industry can let the FTC
know that they are developing a
program with the substantiation
and specificity needed for proper
environmental claims. The process
isn’t so far along that a lot of work
will be wasted should FTC change
its policies.
As for the industry program, the
development process is going to
take a while. The 101 standard and
its subsequent certification program
weren’t created in a day. I suspect it
wasn’t created in a decade either.
However, I can see far, far down the
road that the green certification will
eventually have the same sort of set
up. Instead of air and water and
structural and forced entry, we
might wind up using topics defined
by FTC. Until then, it appears that
the first iteration of the AAMA program will be based on points, following the current popular pattern.
Until the program hits the
streets, I would caution manufacturers to be wary of the seven deadly sins as identified by Terra Choice
Environmental Markets: Avoid hidden trade-offs, false or thinly supported claims, vague or irrelevant
claims or promoting environmental qualities when they are of questionable value.
❙
Arlene Zavocki Stewart is a member of the
Efficient Windows Collaborative and an
energy code advocate. She can be reached
at azstewart@azsconsultinginc.com. The
views and opinions expressed in this
article and in materials of the
Collaborative do not necessarily reflect
those of this magazine.

Consistency Always Matters…

No Matter What The Style!
Consistency of primary and secondary seal
dispensing is simple with Nordson’s new
DuraDrum™ IG bulk melter.
Specifically developed for insulated glass
manufacturing, DuraDrum IG melters use
gear pumps and metering capability for
consistent seal application from front
edge to back edge of each spacer.
Use of the gear pump eliminates the need
for compensators or regulators used with
piston pumps. And, the all-electric, seal-less
pump design simplifies maintenance while
providing easy operation.

© 2007 Nordson Corporation

Whether you are using automated,
semi-automated or manual systems,
DuraDrum IG bulk melters simply and
easily improve the accuracy and
repeatability of seal
application. So,
consistency is
simple.

Contact Nordson® today to see how the
DuraDrum IG bulk melter can help you
improve insulated glass seal consistency.
Please call 800-683-2314 or visit us at
www.nordson.com.

When you expect more.®

CODE CONCERNS

Part is Not Enough
Requiring Whole-Unit Performance for Side-Hinged Exterior Doors
BY
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n 2003, the California state legislature passed a construction
defects bill (SB800) that provided builders with the “right to cure”
alleged construction defects before
lawsuits could proceed. This bill
was introduced in response to the
liability insurance crisis that all but
ended multi-family construction in
California. Part of this comprehensive bill included standards for
water penetration resistance of
doors and windows. Until recently,
California’s building codes did not
contain any requirement that doors
and windows meet water penetration tests. After SB800 was enacted,
the California law stated that “with
respect to water issues … a door
shall not allow unintended water to
pass beyond, around or through the
door, or its designed or actual moisture barriers, if any.”
The International Building
Code (IBC), government regulations and local codes govern many
entrance/exit door requirements
pertaining to life safety and accessibility. Advocates for efficiency
and energy conservation currently
are introducing energy legislation
on many levels, and it is safe to
assume all fenestration products
eventually will be held to certain
efficiency standards in the future.
Side-hinged exterior doors and
related components are an important element of the building envelope, and the Window and Door
Manufacturers
Association
(WDMA) is committed to attaining achievable and workable solutions for our industry in the development of industry standards,
codes and performance validation
through certification.
www.dwmmag.com
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What NAFS Says
The AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/
I.S.2/A440-05, North American
Fenestration Standard/Specification
for Windows, Doors and Skylights
(NAFS-05), is the current standard
that is referenced in the I-codes
requiring glass doors, windows and
skylight products to be tested and
labeled for air, water and structural
performance. NAFS-05 incorporated language to include side-hinged
exterior doors to whole-unit performance testing and labeling in
order to be rated consistently and
comparably with all other fenestration products. WDMA believes that,
from the perspective of the code
official, building owner or consumer, all fenestration products are
part of the entire building envelope
and should show compliance to air,
water and structural performance.
Currently, the ICC requires certain
side-hinged exterior doors to wholeunit structural performance requirements via ASTM E330, Standard Test
Method for Structural Performance of
Exterior Windows, Doors, Skylights
and Curtain Walls by Uniform Static
Air Pressure Difference testing, but
these products are exempt from
whole-unit air infiltration or water
penetration testing requirements.
ASTM E330 testing has been a critical part of previous versions of
NAFS-02 requirements, but current
side-hinged exterior doors that do
not demonstrate compliance to
either of the current specifications
must meet the code requirement for
testing to ASTM E 330 for structural
wind load resistance.
WDMA and the American
Architectural
Manufacturers
Association (AAMA), through the

Joint Code Council, authored code
proposal S213 for the 2006 IRC and
IBC code development cycle. S213
revised the 2006 IRC to require
doors and windows to be tested,
certified and labeled as conforming
to NAFS-05. At this time, the inclusion of side-hinged exterior doors
was opposed and the exception was
written into the 2006 International
Codes. The Association of Millwork
Distributors (AMD) had lobbied for
excluding these types of doors from
any testing or labeling requirements because such doors often
combine components from multiple suppliers, and testing and labeling all the potential combinations
could be problematic.

Clarifying a Complicated
Issue for Officials
To clarify the exterior sidehinged door issue to building code
officials, WDMA and AAMA jointly
authored the “Technical Position
Statement regarding Exterior SideHinged Door Systems,” which recommends that state and local code
agencies interpret existing code
requirements as follows:
1. All window, skylight and sliding
glass door fenestration products
within the scope of either NAFS-97
or NAFS-02 shall comply with one
of those specifications.
2. Exterior side-hinged door systems shall be tested in accordance
with ASTM E330 or shall comply
with either NAFS-97 or NAFS-02.
Testing to ASTM E330 shall include
a 10-second period at a load equal
to 1.5 times the design pressure.
The
provisions
that
were
approved in the 2006 IRC required
glass doors and windows to comply

with NAFS-02. The “glass doors”
were considered by many in the fenestration industry to include sliding
doors and hinged patio doors, so
windows and sliding doors were
required to comply with NAFS-02.
This language removed the ambiguity of glass doors but excluded sidehinged patio doors and side-hinged
exterior doors from whole-unit air
and water infiltration testing.

Seeking a Resolution
At the February 2008 ICC code
committee hearings, WDMA submitted proposal S141 to require
whole-unit performance testing of
side-hinged exterior door systems.
Under S141, the code language is
modified to remove the exception
for side-hinged exterior door
assemblies, and to include these
products to be tested beyond structural testing. AAMA submitted FS
170-04/05, which includes a modified NAFS-08 reference for sidehinged exterior doors. Both the
WDMA and AAMA proposals were
disapproved, and WDMA, in presenting S141, acknowledged that
additional work was needed to
resolve the certification issues.
WDMA believes it is in the industry’s best interest to support performance and energy efficiency
standards and include side-hinged
exterior doors to whole unit performance testing. In the absence of
performance requirements in the
code, legislators may take matters
into their own hands and require
more stringent standards than
those in the model codes. WDMA
believes that proposal S141 is a proactive approach to an unresolved
aspect of NAFS-05. The significant

ARclad® 2000 and 3000 Series glazing tapes have set the standard for
high quality and consistent performance in the window and door market.
Using development capabilities and knowledge of the industry, Adhesives
Research introduces the nextgeneration of ARclad glazing tapes, providing:
• Unprecedented performance in a tape-based product
• Significantly enhanced bond to glass
• Exceptional resistance to heat and moisture
• Immediate bonding – no need for cure time

SUPPORTING THE RESIDENTIAL
WINDOW AND DOOR INDUSTRY
FOR MORE THAN 25 YEARS.

800-445-6240 • www.adhesivesresearch.com

environmental impact of buildings
should be driving our industry to
require performance testing for all
fenestration products.
During committee discussion on
S141 in the IRC Building and
Energy committee hearings, Tom
Meyers, a code official from
Colorado, acknowledged the expectation that all exterior doors meet
minimum water resistance requirements. “It is hypocritical to require

flashing of door openings to resist
water but not require the door itself
to be tested to water resistance
standards,” Meyers said.
❙
Michael Fischer of the Kellen Co. serves
as director of codes and regulatory
compliance for the WDMA. He may be
reached at MFischer@wdma.com. Mr.
Fischer’s opinions are solely his own
and do not necessarily reflect those of
this magazine.
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TREND TRACKER

Beware of the Recovery
Make Sure Your Balance Sheet is in Order
BY
ost participants in the
door and window industry, including manufacturers, distributors and component
suppliers, have been struggling to
varying degrees for the last two
years. In recent months, new and
existing home sales have sometimes
sent conflicting signals and the
builder confidence index has held
steady in the face of continued negative housing numbers. In short,
there has been so much negative
news that we’ve become numb to it.
It is at such times that markets begin
their recovery after a long, slow
decline. Anecdotally, we have
already begun to hear from door
and window manufacturers that
their business is picking up somewhat. Later in the year, we may see a
publicly traded builder beat (admittedly low) earnings expectations
and the housing numbers come in
better than expected, moving consensus toward a recovery scenario.
We may need to ask for an extension
to the beginning of 2009 on that prediction, but the point is that we’re
much closer to the recovery than we
are to the start of the decline.
If you agree with that, you may
wonder why we should beware the
recovery. Simply put, a period of
growth can be a very difficult period,
particularly for companies whose
balance sheets are not in an optimal
condition. There are several types of
companies that will find the coming
recovery period to be very difficult
to navigate. Among these are door
and window distributors that have
endured a tightening of credit terms
from the manufacturers that supply
them. Maybe these distributors
were affected by the failure of large
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MICHAEL

COLLINS

There are several types of
companies that will find the
coming recovery period to
be very difficult to navigate.
builder or contractor customers or
perhaps they found themselves
making payments late. It also is likely these distributors were unable to
share the pain of tightening terms
by passing accelerated payment
requests along to their customers. In
any case, a recovery period will
exacerbate this problem when these
distributors receive an influx of
orders for which they will be paid
more slowly than they are required
to pay for products themselves. The
investment of capital required to
satisfy this differential could be significant. Door and window manufacturers that are willing to dig into
the situation and work with distributors facing these difficulties will
likely find that relaxed terms will
give them an opportunity to win
these challenged distributors as
customers.
Other companies that may
struggle are relatively newly formed
ones. Such companies are typically
founded with the minimum possible capital and may not have the
balance sheet flexibility to take full
advantage of an upswing in the
market. For newly formed companies, periods of growth can be just
as challenging as periods of stagnation. In addition to financial constraints, periods of growth put
stress on systems that may operate
well in a slow period but not during
a growth spurt. It would be a shame
for a new company to make it

through this difficult market and
then fail to ride the wave of recovery because of capital issues. On
the flip side, even a well-established manufacturer facing a better
capitalized competitor may find
that competitor is able to win an
outsize share of new business in a
recovery by offering more attractive
terms. Being able to offer customers better terms lets them
effectively “borrow” the strength of
the manufacturer supplying products to them. Distributors, retailers
and wholesalers always will gravitate toward companies that make it
easier for them to do business.
A well-established company
with inadequate capital may find
itself unable to benefit fully from
the recovery period that lies ahead.
This means that they will leave
some money on the table in a
recovery. For a newly established or
highly troubled company, though,
the consequences could be much
more severe. We would advise all
companies, while the market is still
soft, to conduct a lifeboat drill
regarding the strength of their balance sheets. To the extent that companies find they would not be able
to participate fully in a long-awaited and much deserved recovery, it
behooves them to take steps now to
improve the strength of their balance sheets, possibly seeking additional sources of capital.
❙
Michael Collins is vice president of the
building products group at Jordan,
Knauff & Company. He may be reached
at mcollins@jordanknauff.com. Mr.
Collins’ opinions are solely his own and
do not necessarily reflect the views
of this magazine.
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AAMA ANALYSIS

Stalking the Elusive Water Leak
Investigating Leaks Before and After They Occur
BY

DEAN

ncontrolled water penetration through exterior
walls, with consequences ranging from mold
infestation to physical damage, has been the
subject of numerous investigative studies. The interface between the building’s weather-resistant barrier
and the fenestration product is the prime candidate for
the weakest link in a building’s potential water leakage.
However, leakage problems are not so likely to be
due to faulty window design. Products that meet the
standard AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S. 2/A440-08 and
its predecessors must pass water leakage tests of
increasing stringency depending on their performance
class and performance grade.
But such standards and tests do not account for the
more likely culprit: window leakage due to poor installation. In addition, water penetration at or near a fenestration product opening actually may originate from
the surrounding construction.
In today’s litigious world, manufacturers and contractors are well-advised to verify the actual installed
performance of fenestration products during construction and prior to occupancy of a building.
Situations also can arise where a forensic investigation
of an actual leakage problem is useful to pinpoint the
leakage path.
Two new AAMA field testing standards, scheduled for
release this summer, provide the means to assess either
of these post-installation performance situations.

LEWIS
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Testing Before Occupancy
The first of these, a revamp of the 2002 edition, is
AAMA 502-08, re-titled Voluntary Specification for
Field Testing of Newly Installed Fenestration Products.
It serves to verify water penetration resistance and air
infiltration performance of newly installed fenestration products before building occupancy. The tests
should be performed as soon as practical, as this
enables the detection and correction of problems
before a substantial portion of the project is completed. AAMA 502-08 is intended for use with any window
type, door or skylight, but expressly excludes curtainwall, sloped glazing and storefront systems. (There is a
separate standard, AAMA 503-03, Voluntary
Specification for Field Testing of Storefronts, Curtain
Walls and Sloped Glazing Systems, for use with these
products.)
www.dwmmag.com

In today’s litigious world, manufacturers
and contractors are well-advised to verify
the actual installed performance of
fenestration products during construction
and prior to occupancy of a building.
Per AAMA 502-08, a sealed test chamber is applied
to the side of the door or window and pressurized to
establish a specified pressure differential across the
product and the rough opening that simulates wind
pressure. Water then is sprayed against the outside surface from a calibrated spray rack. The entire fenestration product, including the frame, corners, panning,
subframe/receptor system, etc. and the adjacent substrate, including the perimeter seals, are tested.
AAMA 502-08 also provides a short-form model
specification for the test parameters.

Windows Investigation Testing
Often, improper or inadequate investigations of
leaks that have occurred in occupied buildings fail to
identify the actual source of water penetration. In
recognition of the need for a test method to identify
leakage paths where water penetration is evident but
the source is unknown, AAMA has developed AAMA
511-08, Voluntary Guideline for Forensic Water
Penetration Testing of Fenestration Products.
AAMA 511-08 provides supplemental guidance for
fenestration product investigations conducted accord-

ing to the seven investigative steps set forth in ASTM E
2128, Standard Guide for Evaluating Water Leakage of
Building Walls. The process it outlines begins by
describing how to calculate the differential air pressures the suspect specimens experienced during actual wind-driven rain events. This calculated pressure
defines the test pressure to which the fenestration
product is to be subjected during the actual investigative testing.
The investigative process then moves to actual testing–the protocol for which is similar to that of AAMA
502-08. However, unlike testing performed per AAMA
502-08 or AAMA 503-03, which are based on compliance with a project specification, forensic investigators are required to provide more information than
pass/fail criteria. An optional sill dam test, also
described in AAMA 511-08, can be used as necessary
to investigate the leak path further.

Thiover Polysulphide Sealant

An optional sill dam test, also described
in AAMA 511-08, can be used as necessary
to investigate the leak path further.
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Toronto, ONT.
N9W 5N6
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fax: 416 674 9323
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Accredited Investigators
AAMA 502-08 requires that all testing must be performed by an AAMA-accredited testing laboratory, i.e.,
one recognized as meeting the requirements of AAMA
204-98, Guidelines for AAMA Accreditation of
Independent Laboratories Performing On-Site Testing
of Fenestration Products. This ensures that the laboratory has the staff, training, experience and calibrated
instruments and equipment to perform field testing
properly. Beware of any self-proclaimed window
tester; ask to see his AAMA certificate of accreditation.
The new documents that provide assistance in this
mission may be obtained online from the publication
store at www.aamanet.org.
❙
Dean Lewis serves as product certification manager for the
American Architectural Manufacturers Association in
Schaumburg, Ill. He may be reached at dlewis@aamanet.org.
Mr. Lewis’ opinions are solely his own and do not necessarily
reflect those of this magazine.
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What’sNews

IG EDUCATION

GlassFab Offers
Lessons in IG Technology
recent Glass Association of
North America (GANA)
event featured several educational sessions about insulating
glass (IG).
The Glass Fabrication and
Glazing Educational Conference,
held in Las Vegas, included such
topics
as:
IG
Standards,
Specifications and Certification;
the Future of IG Technology; Gas
Filling of IG Units; the Role of
Desiccants in IG Units; and IG
Spacers. GANA lined up several
experts and manufacturer representatives to provide their unbiased views and advice over the
three-day event. In a session covering the future of IG Technology,
Mike Burk of Edgetech IG, a DWM
columnist, said this represents one
of the more difficult subjects to
report. As in any industry, Burk
said IG manufacturers aren’t so
quick to illuminate plans and
developments for their products.

A

One item Burk was able to share,
however, was the eventual presence of translucent IG units. These
units, he said, will allow for
increased thermal performance,
reductions in sound transfer and
high levels of daylight transmission, without the need for accoutrements for added privacy.
Another area Burk discussed
included sealants. He cited an
industry-wide need for new products that are capable of bonding to
a variety of materials.
“We’re looking for sealants that
are multi-compatible,” he explained.
“Sealants have to be compatible
with all of the optional components.”
All optional components may
be a tough order for one sealant to
fill, as Burk explained that, when
all optional components and configurations are combined, there
are more than 29 million possible
IG configurations. Not all of these
options, however, have made it
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Speaker Tom Dangieri of UOP employed props while explaining the role and function
of desiccants in insulating glass units.
www.dwmmag.com

into every product sector.
“Warm-edge technology has
been prevalent in the residential
sector for some time now, but you
hardly see it in commercial,” Burk
explained. “Go out there and look at
commercial units and you’re going
to see aluminum-box spacers.”

Put it to the Test
Tracy Rogers, also of Edgetech
IG, gave a presentation focusing on
the future of testing and certification, an area he said is growing in
importance.
“As of last year, NFRC mandated
IG certification,” he said. “By 2010,
if you want to put an NFRC label on
your units, you will have to have
testing.”
But before testing is applied,
Rogers said it’s important to know
what, specifically, you’re trying to
address.
For example, when it comes to
acoustical performance, he said it’s
critical to evaluate specific needs in
order to produce test results that
directly pertain to a given situation.
“You have to understand the
situation and the entire performance of the product,” he urged.
Rogers pointed out that sound frequencies for various intrusions
vary and while one product may
be effective in blocking some frequencies, it may not affect those
most critical to a given situation.
Furthermore, he warned that the
acoustical performance of an IG
unit doesn’t necessarily translate
to the performance of an overall
window system in which that unit
is placed.
continued on page 18
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AAMA certification is a great way

to differentiate your brand and
increase sales. But at AAMA, we
don’t stop with just the label. We
also provide manufacturers that
certify with us a host of marketing
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And if you call1-847-303-5664
to begin the process, we’ll send
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What’sNews
CONTINUED

Desiccant Don’ts
“You can fill up the whole window,” Tom Dangieri joked about the
use of desiccants in IG units.
Dangieri is senior application specialist for UOP, a desiccant provider.
Similar to Rogers’ advice,
Dangieri said selecting the proper
desiccant requires assessing specific
needs carefully. Variables include:
water capacity, solvent capacity, air
absorption and inert gas fill characteristics. According to Dangieri, a
desiccant should not be selected
before considering other factors in
IG construction.
A recent concern Dangieri pointed out for the industry included the
sourcing of foreign materials.
“When you receive desiccants at
the dock, every drum should be
inspected,” he warned for those
sourcing from overseas. Dangieri
said manufacturers should inspect
seals for damage and drums for possible punctures. He also said damaged bags or drums should never be
used and he advised labeling incoming product to ensure inventory is
being cycled through properly—the
oldest always being used first.
Once product has been delivered
in intact containers and labeled
with the arrival date, Dangieri suggested testing incoming product
prior to use.
“It’s better to test the desiccant
and know, than to build a thousand
units and find out the hard way
[that it was no good],” he said.
Dangieri also said it’s imperative
that desiccant be stored properly
and protected at all times.
“Cover drums when you go on
breaks,” he urged. “Make sure your
guys understand this.” He stressed
the importance of designing workflow and process around desiccant
maintenance and further suggested
aligning IG construction with quitting times, as unfinished units that
sit during down times will

inevitably absorb moisture.
However, when the occasional
slip occurs and a drum is left open,
Dangieri said not all is lost.
“If someone leaves the lid off, the
top few inches may be spent, but
the lower desiccant may still be
fine,” he said, adding, “But the
lower desiccant will need to be tested prior to use.”

View a Live Interview at
www.dwmmag.com/studio
D W M
contributing
editor Drew
Vass interviewed UOP’s Tom Dangieri while
at GlassFab. Go to DWM magazine’s video studio to view the
video.

COMPANY NEWS

RoyalPlast Consolidates
Patio Door Operations
Royal Window and Door Profiles’
RoyalPlast Division has moved all of
its patio door operations to a new
facility. The move and consolidation
of the two plants in Ontario and
Quebec took place on March 10.
The new, 140,000-square-foot
facility is in Lachenaie, Quebec.
The company says it invested in
more than $1 million in new equipment for the new facility.

Solutia Breaks Ground
at Plant in Springfield, Mass.
Saflex®, a unit of Solutia Inc.,
broke ground recently for an
expansion of its PVB resin manufacturing operations at its plant in
Springfield, Mass. The expansion
will add 12,000 metric tons of
annual capacity, which is planned
to come on-stream in early 2009.
“This project marks another
major step in Solutia’s global
investment program for Saflex,”
continued on page 20
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What’sNews
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says Luc De Temmerman, senior
vice president of Solutia Inc. and
president of the Saflex business.
“Despite significant increases in
raw material costs, we are continuing to make the investments nec-

essary to help our customers grow
their businesses. This expansion,
as well as the other previously
announced expansions we are
making throughout our global
asset base, will help meet increas-
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Glass Machinery
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Toll Free (877) 829-5219
Website: www.ameri-can.ca • Email: sales@ameri-can.ca
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ing demand for PVB, and is necessitated by the tight supply conditions in the PVB market.”

ProVia Door Expands
into Florida Market
ProVia Door has expanded its
business into the Florida market
with its Florida-certified steel entry
doors, aluminum storm doors,
vinyl patio doors and aluminum
storm windows.
The company has divided the
state into two sales
regions. For the eastern counties, excluding Miami-Dade and
Broward counties,
ProVia has hired
David
Devenney,
who resides in the David
Melbourne,
Fla., Devenney
area.
Devenney’s
background includes residential
and commercial sales as well as
purchasing for Mercedes Homes.
“We have been taking steps to
enter the Florida market for a couple
years,” says Randy Albaugh, the company’s regional sales manager. “We
are extremely committed to providing top-quality Florida-certified
products and are now ready to serve
this market the professional way.”

Atrium Announces
Consolidation of Arizona
and California Facilities
Atrium Cos. Inc. recently
announced that it will consolidate
its Tolleson, Ariz., and Anaheim,
Calif., manufacturing facilities,
effective September 1. The Dallasbased company plans to create a
dedicated vinyl window facility at
the California site, which will
serve the company’s vinyl door
and window customers throughout the southwestern United
States, including Arizona, southern Nevada and California, for all
new construction, as well as for

remodeling and replacement vinyl
products.
“We believe this consolidation
will result in a full and exceptional
vinyl offering that will help us grow
our market share and allow us to be
the best supplier of products in that
category in the region,” says Peter
Venerdi Jr., president of Atrium’s
Western Region.
The Arizona facility, which manufactured both vinyl and aluminum
doors and windows, will close. The
vinyl portion of the business will
move to the California facility.
“As building codes change and
the construction industry fluctuates, vinyl has moved ahead of aluminum in sales,” said Bob Burns,
Atrium’s chief operating officer.
“This adjustment to our manufacturing strategy lessens the prominence of aluminum in our southwestern markets’ product line-up,
while positioning Atrium to meet
short- and long-term sales plans
moving forward. Our current vinyl
window and door customers in this
market should experience no supply interruption at all.”

Seeking
Representatives
and Distributors

KUDOS

Product Design & Development
Celebrates 30 Years
This year will mark York, Pa.based
Product
Design
&
Development Inc.’s (PDDI) 30 th
year in business. The company
was founded in 1978, and its
founders started a sister company, York Tool & Die Inc., in 1980.
Since then, PDDI has acquired a
number of other companies,
including an injection-molding
company, and, most recently,
Lowell Manufacturing.
The current owners, Larry
Mitzel and Mike Brezler, have been
associated with the company for
all of the 30 years.
continued on page 22
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PPG Researchers Honored with
2008 Carnegie Science Award
Three senior research associates at Pittsburghbased PPG Industries, Paul Medwick, James Thiel

and Andrew Wagner, were named winners in the
Advanced Manufacturing category for the 2008
Carnegie Science Awards.
The researchers were recognized for their leader-

briefly

Thermo-Tech Windows has selected TDCI’s BuyDesign
software to provide its dealers and sales people with
streamlined quoting and ordering capabilities ( ❙❙➤
www.tdci.com or www.thermo-techwindows.com) …
Frank Lowe Rubber and Gasket moved into a new,
60,000-square-foot facility in Shirley, N.Y., on May 2. The
company’s new address is 44 Ramsey Road, Shirley, N.Y.
11967 (❙❙➤ www.franklowe.com) … Industrial Sales Corp.
(ISC) of Westport, Conn., has announced that it will now
sell Caldwell Manufacturing’s product line in 21 states.
Caldwell is based in Rochester, N.Y. (❙❙➤ www.caldwellmfgco.com) … VPI Quality Windows has announced that
BSI Management Systems, Inc., an official ISO 9001:2000
registrar, has approved VPI Quality Windows for certifica-

tion to the international standard. VPI is based in
Spokane, Wash. (❙❙➤ www.vpiwindows.com) ... The newly
formed American Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA) ASTM Working Group, which was
formed to develop a document related to testing skylights
for resistance to human impact, has revised its scope to
include to include light transmitting plastic roof panels
(❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org) … SierraPine has announced
that it has achieved the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)’s
new chain of custody standard certification (FSC–STD–
40–004 (Version 2-0) EN – FSC). SierraPine will now offer
the option of FSC certification on any product supplied
from any one of its particleboard or MDF manufacturing
facilities (❙❙➤ www.sierrapine.com).

The BIG Opportunity in Glass Restoration
SRP® has a great opportunity for people who want
to save glass, cut waste or make extra money by
expanding their services. Not only is the SRP Glass
Restoration System cost-effective, it’s also the most
efﬁcient and versatile professional glass restoration
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free video and more information.

Shat R Proof Corp.
(800) 328-0042
www.shatrproof.com
SRP is a registered trademark of TCG International Inc.

www.dwmmag.com

ship
and
research oversight
in
the
development of
Solarban 70XL
solar
control
l ow - e m i s s i v i t y
(low-e) glass by
PPG.
They
accepted
a
$1,000 award to
support
PPG’s
ongoing development of energy-efficient
glasses in a ceremony May 9 at
Carnegie Music
Hall
in
the
Oakland area of
Pittsburgh.
❙

Thiel, Medwick and Wagner (left
to right) recently were named the
winners
in
the
Advanced
Manufacturing category for the
2008 Carnegie Science Awards.
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Energy and Environmental News

DOE Reschedules Meeting; Releases
Preliminary Door and Skylight Criteria
he Department of Energy
(DOE) has announced that its
stakeholder meeting, originally scheduled for May 22, has been
postponed until August 13. The
delay is a result of the DOE’s initial
energy savings analysis for 2009,
2012 and 2015 criteria, during which
the department determined it needed to conduct additional cost and
feasibility research before establishing the 2012 and 2015 criteria.
The revised timeline is as follows:

T

TENTATIVE TIMELINE
Additional Analysis
July 2007 - July 2008
Analysis and Proposed Criteria
Published and Distributed
July 2008
Stakeholder Meeting
August 13, 2008
Announce Finalized Criteria
September 2008
Earliest Effective Date of New Criteria
June 2009
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In addition, the DOE has completed its initial analysis of technical and cost information for ENERGY
STAR-qualified doors and skylights,
and has put together preliminary
ENERGY STAR criteria for these.
For doors, DOE officials say it is
promoting separate criteria for
swinging doors that capture the
maximum energy savings possible
and are compatible with the twostep manufacturing process.
In addition, the DOE is proposing separate criteria for skylights.
Mary Louise Pace, technical sales
for Circle Redmont Inc., a skylight
manufacturer in Mel-bourne, Fla.,
says she doesn’t expect the skylight
criteria to have a drastic effect.
www.dwmmag.com

Preliminary ENERGY STAR® Criteria for Swinging Doors*
2009

2013

2016

Glazing

U

SHGC

U

SHGC

U SHGC

Opaque

0.21

NR

0.19

NR

0.16

NR

¼- and ½-Lite

0.25

0.30

0.22

0.30

0.20

0.30

¾-Lite and Fully Glazed 0.32

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.28

0.30

Preliminary ENERGY STAR Criteria for Skylights*
2009

2013

< 0.50

4

< 0.55 < 0.40

< 0.50 < 0.35

< 0.50 < 0.35

3

< 0.55 < 0.35

< 0.55 < 0.32

< 0.55 < 0.32

NR

< 0.46

2016

5

NR

< 0.46

NR

2

< 0.57 < 0.32

< 0.55 < 0.30

< 0.55 < 0.30

1

< 0.65 < 0.30

< 0.60 < 0.27

< 0.60 < 0.27

* DOE may revise these criteria as warranted by the ongoing energy savings analysis.
“To follow the DOE guidelines,
skylight companies will have to be
a little more selective about the
make-up of the glass in their products,” she says. “The glass industry
has an abundance of readily avail-

able brands of insulating and
high-performance glass. In fact,
most tinted and low-E insulated
glass units meet the suggested Uvalues, so this shouldn’t be too difficult to follow.”

DWM Sponsors Seminar on Going Green

DWM

Door and Window Manufacturer magazine is sponsoring
a seminar at the upcoming International Woodworking Fair
in Atlanta aimed at how all segments of the woodworking
industry can go green. Attendees will learn what specific
steps to take toward becoming an eco-friendly plant or
shop. Representatives from the door and window, furniture
and cabinet industries will participate in a panel discussion
regarding various aspects of this discussion including cost
and logistical issues, benefits, items to consider when making this transition, and much more. Tim Petersen, LEED AP, of VT Industries is one
of the panelists. Also speaking is Dennis Creech, executive director for the
Southface Institute. DWM publisher Tara Taffera will serve as the moderator.
The seminar will be held August 20 from 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
For more info on IWF, go to www.dwmmag.com/studio to view a video
regarding the upcoming show.
™
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Cardinal delivers
on time so you
can weather any
storm.

Any storm, any time – you and your customers will be ready. You can count on SeaStorm®
hurricane-resistant glass, delivered on time, order complete. We have the systems in
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A UF Research
Team Heads
Straight to the
Storm to Study
Hurricane Effects
on Doors and
Windows

hen hurricane season rolls around
most Floridians prefer to run away
from the storm, but not Forrest
Masters. Masters, Ph.D., an assistant professor of
civil and coastal engineering at the University of
Florida (UF) in Gainesville, prefers running toward
the storms. And the fenestration industry is joining
this journey with him.
Masters is heading up a research project designed to
take actual hurricane data and replicate it in a laboratory setting. Once complete, the results will offer the fenestration industry input on new testing methodologies
for evaluating water infiltration of doors and windows.
A UF graduate, Masters has been working for the
university since 2006.
“As an undergraduate I was involved in UF’s hurricane research program. I later went on to a wind-engineering focus in Miami at Florida International
University. But when I was presented with the chance
to come back here, it was an opportunity I couldn’t
pass up,” he says. “I was born a Gator.”
But there’s more to Masters than his Gator pride. As
a recognized hurricane expert, he’s passionate about

the research he does and finding ways to reduce the
loss of life and property.
“I found my passion for this work when I started
traveling into hurricanes and seeing first-hand how
communities can be affected,” says Masters, who has
been in the field setting up instrumentation just hours
before hurricanes make landfall, including 19 named
storms since 1999. The purpose of doing so is to collect
field measurements and to monitor the pressures on
single-family homes.
Masters says those early efforts didn’t see much
action until the 2004-2005 hurricane seasons. Now,
armed with an abundance of information, Masters is
working with a number of industry groups, such as
door and window manufacturers and test labs. His
efforts have earned national coverage from such media
sources as Good Morning America and CNN.
“At the core of this program, we think the industry
knows more about its products and installations than
anybody else,” says Masters. “And we know more
about hurricanes and hurricane wind effects, so it
was a natural fit to bring both groups together to
tackle these issues.”

See the Hurricane Simulator in Action
Masters demonstrated the hurricane simulator for AAMA members at their meeting last year
in Florida. Visit www.dwmmag.com/studio to view the video.
www.dwmmag.com

“If we’re
remembered for
anything I hope it’s
that we brought all
the different
stakeholder groups
together to tackle
a problem.”
—Forrest Masters

With eight industrial-size fans, UF's hurricane simulator
generates air at a rate of about 900,000 cubic feet per
minute. Masters (inset photo) says the simulator will be used
to re-create hurricane wind and wind-driven rain effects.

Hurricane Simulation
To create the true hurricane forces, a research team,
consisting of Masters and a number of graduate and
undergraduate engineering students, constructed a
massive simulator.
The simulator includes eight mammoth-sized fans
that push approximately 900,000 CFM (a typical residential air conditioner generates about 1,000 CFM) powered
by four diesel engines (that use about four gallons of fuel
a minute) that collectively produce 2,800 horsepower.
The simulator is designed to force winds of up to 135 to
140 miles per hour upon a wall mock-up. High-pressure
water jets also simulate wind-driven rain of up to 35
inches per hour.
While the program has been moving forward for
about 18 months, the team is just beginning the actual
research phase.
“We’ve been in the fabrication phase and now we’re
moving into the research,” Masters says. “The first
projects relate to the fenestration wall research.”
(Editor’s note: at the time of this article the testing
phase was just starting). Tests, conducted in accordance with ASTM E2268-04 and ASTM E1105-05, will
be done on a variety of aluminum and vinyl window
types including fixed, double- and single-hung,
awning, casement and horizontal sliders.
“The majority of the fenestration work will be finished
here by the end of July,” Masters says. “We’re looking at

installation variations and trying to optimize installation. We’re also comparing different test methods.”
The most critical research element is the project’s
whole-system testing aspect.
“We are trying to shift the mindset from productspecific performance to system performance,” says
Masters. “Whole-system testing is the basis of this
experimental work. So, instead of evaluating a window
we’re evaluating a wall; we’re evaluating a window
installed a certain way in a wall system and seeing how
the whole unit performs.”

Group Effort
To help guide the team’s efforts a task force was
assembled that includes fenestration manufacturers,
such as General Aluminum and Jeld-Wen, architects,
homebuilders, engineers, code officials and representatives from test labs and the insurance industry.
Masters says input from the task force is an integral
component of the project.
“If we’re remembered for anything I hope it’s that we
brought all the different stakeholder groups together
to tackle a problem,” says Masters. “We’ve been able to
put [them all together] in the same room and have
meaningful conversations. It’s those conversations
that are driving this research.”
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continued from page 27
During a simulation run, Cory Salzano, a
masters program student at UF and a
member of the research team, holds a
flag in the wind to demonstrate the
wind's force.
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The Fenestration Manufacturers
Association (FMA) is just one of the
industry groups supporting the research
project. The FMA/AAMA 100 and FMA/AAMA 200 protocols for best management practices of installation
into wood and concrete masonry units will both be used
as part of UF’s test regimen.
“[We expect] this will provide the fenestration
industry the opportunity to observe an industry consensus window installation into the wall system and
hopefully scored on the overall performance of the
wall as well as the window,” says Dick Wilhelm, FMA
executive director. “The second most important aspect
to our industry is Dr. Masters’ validation of the current
air and water intrusion testing of standards [that have
been] used in the industry for years. The results could
have a significant impact on fenestration manufacturers and how they do business in Florida in the future.”
Freddie Davis Cole, national sales manager for
General Aluminum Windows and president of FMA,
says the research project is extremely important.
“It appears to be the first time we will have peerreviewed, verifiable research that we can use for designing, testing, installing and integrating fenestration products into the wall system,” says Cole. “This work will be of
particular importance to our door manufacturers
because it has been brought to light in the state of Florida
that while windows are tested for structural, water/air
and forced entry resistance, exterior doors are not.”
Likewise, the American Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA) has also seen the importance of
supporting this research effort.
“The goal of this research is to develop a realistic evaluation protocol and test methods for building products
installed in hurricane-prone regions,” says Rich Walker,
AAMA president and chief executive officer. “While the
majority of residential and light commercial properties
built in compliance with current codes withstand hurricane winds, water intrusion through the envelope
under these high wind conditions has neither been
thoroughly tested nor simulated. When rain penetrates
the building envelope, it can result in interior property
damage, occupant displacement, business interruption
and extensive restoration expenses.” Walker says the
www.dwmmag.com

research will result in accurate and reliable testing that
simulates real-world hurricane conditions. “It will protect more people from injury and property from water
and wind damage,” Walker adds.

Industry Support
Masters says the Florida Building Commission has
been looking to the industry for many years to help
tackle the hurricane-related issues that affect the state
of Florida. So when it came to [UF] developing its fullscale technologies it seemed a natural mesh to rely on
the industry as well. As Masters explains, it’s the needs
of the industry that are driving the project.
“I think we [the research team] approach these
experiments with a fair amount of humility and we
need the industry to help steer us down the right path
and to make sure we’re testing systems that are actually used and installed in a manner that’s realistic,” says
Masters, who adds that industry companies have been
extremely helpful.
In addition to working with door and window manufacturers, the team is also working closely with test
labs including Architectural Testing Inc. (ATI) and
Certified Test Labs (CTL).
“We’re working with the test labs so we can better
design our lab set-up for testing and comparison purposes,” says Masters. “Also, they have a wealth of experience in seeing products and how they perform, so
they can help us narrow the chase in getting to the right
experimental design.”
Jim Blakely, vice president of CTL in Orlando, Fla.,
says bringing all of the stakeholders together to be a
part of the research project will be beneficial in finding
what actually happens during a high wind event.
“Once we fully understand the dynamics of water
intrusion and how it occurs, we can find a better way to
manufacture and build,” says Blakely. “We hope to
[develop] comparisons between traditional methods of
testing and real-world weather events.”
continued on page 30
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continued from page 28
hurricane environment in
a lab setting and that’s why
it’s important that we
remain transparent and let
people see what we’re
doing. We know what our
targets are and we hope to
get there. If we don’t we’ll
let everyone know.”

What’s Next?
After running the simulator Salzano (left) and Masters
examine areas where water leakage occurred.

Steering Through
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Faced with costs of nearly $40 a minute to run the
simulator, the biggest obstacle for the project is money.
Most of the funding comes from state and federal government contributions, though they have received
some financial support from the industry too. In fact,
last year AAMA donated $60,000 for the purchase of a
precipitation-imaging probe (PIP), which is used to capture high-resolution measurements of rainfall intensity.
The data collected by the PIP will be used to establish a
catalog of wind-driven rain scenarios for different storm
intensities impacting various terrains. Masters and his
research team will use that information with its simulator to recreate actual hurricane effects.
In addition, support from the industry has come in
other forms too.
“That includes product donations and people spending time with us and visiting the lab to assist us in the
design and execution of the experiments,” says Masters.
Another project challenge is that a lot of people are
focused on wind speeds, when pressure on a structure
is what the team is actually studying.
“I have to do a lot of explaining about how the pressures differ from terrain to terrain because the earth’s
landscape slows down the winds, but increases the relative gustiness of it,” Masters says. “Trying to work with
people and have them understand what we’re actually
designing for is certainly a challenging part of the work.”
And what about the critics? They don’t bother
Masters too much.
“I [don’t think there’s] anyone with a healthier skepticism than the research team. [Skepticism] is an integral part of doing good research, and we’re constantly
checking the work to make sure it’s done correctly,”
says Masters. “We understand better than most the
challenges and complications of trying to recreate a
www.dwmmag.com

Once the work is done, Masters says the results
will be shared with the industry and test labs.
“First, we’ll be working with our oversight task
force to analyze the data and develop consensus
code conclusions,” Masters says. “In an ideal situation
we hope to conjoin all these different opinions and
come up with conclusions that make sense for everybody, including the person who makes the window, the
person who installs it and the person who inspects it.”
Masters says they also hope to adapt the technologies for other applications, including multi-family and
commercial structures.
“I think we have developed a model for industry
interaction where the university has taken a pivotal
role in bringing different groups together and getting
them to work in a meaningful way,” says Masters.
“We’re going to continue to apply that to future projects and there’s a wide range of issues we’re looking at
[concerning] water ingress in general.”
For Cole, he says he says the significance of the project is proving that the entire wall system must work
together.
“All the elements of a wall must be designed and
installed correctly in order to mitigate water intrusion,” he says. “In the past, most residential windows
were only looked at from the structural point of view,
which they have historically done a remarkably good
job. Now it appears we are asking a residential grade
window to perform to higher levels of water intrusion
resistance during severe wind events such as a hurricane. I am also very interested to see if Dr. Masters’
research verifies the results of the AAMA/WDMA/CSA
101-A440 (Standard Specification for Windows, Doors &
Unit Skylights) testing.”
While final conclusions are still a ways off, team members are already thinking about what they will be doing
once it’s complete. And what’s at the top of that list?
“Sleep,” says Masters.
❙
Ellen Rogers is a contributing editor for DWM magazine.
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Green Packaging:

Pipedream or Possibility?
by Penny Stacey
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y its very nature, packaging isn’t necessarily a
green product. Usually
made up of plastic and
cardboard, it’s not the most environmentally friendly portion of a
product’s make-up—and much of it
goes straight to the garbage can.
But, in today’s green age, many
door and window manufacturers
are taking steps to make sure that
even that part of the business
becomes green.
While “green” commitments may
seem like they’ve just popped up in
the last year or so, many companies have been taking this stance
for several years. Kolbe Windows
and Doors is one of these.
“I’ve been working on [environ-

B

www.dwmmag.com

mentally friendly packaging] for five
or seven years, and … [we aim] to
get to the point where 100 percent of
our [packaging] material does not
go into the landfill,” says Jerry Olson,
director of purchasing for the
Wausau, Wis.-based manufacturer.

Protecting the Product
While many manufacturers are
looking at this area and many have
made strides, the bottom line when
it comes to doors and windows,
most say, is making sure they arrive
in the condition they’re supposed to.
“You always have to think about
what it’s going to take for a product
to get from Point A to Point B, but
you also have to think, it’s not more
environmentally friendly for the

product to be damaged and for us
to have to make it again,” says
Leslie Holsapple, marketing coordinator for Windsor Windows &
Doors in West Des Moines, Iowa.
That doesn’t mean the company
hasn’t taken steps to try to reduce
the amount of packaging it uses,
though—while still protecting the
product.
“We package our windows with
cardboard sleeves, which we hope,
depending on where they’re going,
that people will recycle those cardboard sleeves,” she says. “They
don’t cover the top or of the bottom
of the product—they really cover
the corners and the sides, and then
we use banding to keep those cardboard sleeves in place, so there’s no

You always have to think about what it’s going
to take for a product to get from Point A to
Point B, but you also have to think, it’s not more
environmentally-friendly for the product to be
damaged and for us to have to make it again.
—Leslie Holsapple, Windsor Windows & Doors

shrink-wrap or stretch wrap used in packaging system in 2004 in order spokesperson Cameron Snyder was
to be environmentally friendly. It unable to elaborate on what type of
the packaging of our windows.”
packaging the company utilizes to
While Windsor does use stretch wasn’t an easy process, though.
“We searched for more than two protect its products while remainwrap on its patio doors, the company’s continuous improvement years to finally locate the producer ing environmentally friendly, he
department began taking steps to of a FOAM in the BAG system,” says notes that this an issue of imporreduce the amount of stretch wrap Tony Pauly, vice present and gener- tance to the Bayport, Minn.-based
al manager of the company. “The manufacturer.
used two years ago.
“We are committed to conserv“In the beginning, the machine INSTAPAK product from Sealed Air
would make five rotations around Corp., along with the SpeedyPacker ing natural resources through
the unit,” Holsapple says. “As they dispensing equipment, provides reduction, reuse and recycling,”
started to look at this, they thought, excellent protection for our prod- Snyder says. “To that end, much of
‘do we really need to go around the ucts and is environmentally sensi- our packaging can be recycled and
unit five times?’ And they realized tive. It is free of CFC and HCFC and has been reduced over the past several years on certain products.”
can be recycled.”
they only needed three times.”
Like Windsor, the company
This led to major savings—both
from an environmental and cost found cost savings through the sys- Supplier Success
tem as well—as an added bonus to
standpoint.
While finding green packaging
“When they changed this, it the environmental aspect.
that also protects a product has
“It provided a substantial been a challenge for some, many
reduced our use of shrink-wrap by
15 percent and it has saved 166 rolls decrease in direct cost and major manufacturers have had success
reduction in space requirements to eliminating and recycling packagof shrink-wrap a year,” she adds.
Shrink-wrap is a popular item for store the packaging material,” ing from their suppliers. Others
Kolbe as well; the company cur- Pauly adds.
have made it a point to partner
While
Andersen
Windows with “green” suppliers.
rently uses corrugate packaging
mostly for packaging its finFor example, Windsor purished products, but is looking
chases its glass from Cardinal
at moving in the shrink-wrap
Glass, which recently has
direction.
made changes in this area.
“We have partnered with a
“[Cardinal] delivers all of its
couple suppliers to look at
insulating glass to us on
eliminating some of the corrureturnable racks,” Holsapple
gate and to look at moving
says. “So, when they arrive
toward shrink-wrap,” Olson
here, we unload them, and
says. “We have a couple supplithen we send the racks back to
ers coming in to look at this.”
them.”
But, as Holsapple noted, an
Glass isn’t the only product,
undamaged finished product
however, that’s met new packthat arrives at the job site in
aging methods.
good condition is efficient from
Kolbe has actually developed
an
environmental
standits own metal, recyclable skid
point—whatever packaging is
for vinyl and wood lineals.
used.
“The sides drop on the skid
“The most important thing is
after you’re done with it, so it
to continue to send our prodcan stack, and the skids are all
uct out with a minimal amount
nestable, so they can go back
of damage,” Olson adds.
to the suppliers,” Olson says.
Ventana USA in Export, Pa., Windsor packages its windows in cardboard sleeves.
implemented a brand-new They are held in place with banding during transport.
continued on page 34
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Packaging
continued from page 33
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How Green Are You?
Are you implementing
new methods to become
more green, either in packaging or other areas? Please
e-mail DWM publisher Tara
Taffera at ttaffera@glass.com.

“We’ve done that with three different wood suppliers and three
different vinyl suppliers.”
He adds, “With our aluminum
methods often means additional
suppliers, we’ve designed woodcosts—but not in this area.
en skids that we use and that are
“[The re-usable packaging]
returnable.”
usually pays for itself,” Olson
Windsor receives its metal
says. “It makes sense for us to be
supply from Linetec, which also
green, because we save money.”
now utilizes returnable cradles.
“The alternative to supplying
the metal in cradles was having a
Working with Suppliers
row of metal with foam, and then
Both Kolbe and Windsor have
more foam, to protect them
requested more environmentally
from each other—kind of the Many manufacturers are trying to minimize the friendly packaging methods from
sandwich that holds the metal amount of cardboard they use in packaging.
suppliers. But they also make an
together, and stretch wrap
effort to work with suppliers with
would hold it together to keep it all amount of jambliners and we’d an overall green mindset, which
nice and neat,” Holsapple says. store them here. They’d wrap up a makes these transitions smooth.
“Instead, they package the metal in lot of jambliners in cardboard and
“As we’ve become more green,
the steel frame cradles and they’re they’d send them in a large wooden it’s been important for us to pick
tied down in a way that prevents crate,” Holsapple says.
vendors who are green too and are
Now, though, Windsor is receiv- likeminded regarding the environthe metal from scratching.”
For hardware, Kolbe has devel- ing more frequent shipments—two ment, so we can piggyback off each
oped returnable plastic containers to three times a week—and the others’ ideas,” Holsapple says.
that have not only saved them jambliners are arriving in a new
Kolbe also tries to make sure that
money for the cost of the corrugat- container.
when developing a new, recyclable
“Rather than coming in the card- packaging system, for example,
ed packaging saved, but also time.
“We’ve come up with returnable board and the wooden crate, that it will benefit both itself and
plastic containers that are specific they’re coming in blue bins with the supplier.
to the profiles of the parts that the dividers,” she says. “So we look at
“Right up front, when we partner
hardware suppliers make,” he says. how many double-hungs we have with a supplier, we go out there and
“They’ll actually put them in the coming up and we let them know, say, ‘We can save $10,000 on your
profiles in the containers, then they and they ship our jambliners for account on packaging. We want to
send them out, and we send them our double-hungs in the order that save 50 percent on your end and 50
straight to the line. Once removed, we need them to be in.”
percent on our end,’” Olson says.
However, Holsapple says many “Taking that attitude with all our
we send them back to the suppliers.
It eliminates a huge amount of cor- question if the additional fuel used suppliers, we’ve found that we can
rugated [packaging] and saves time to make multiple deliveries makes save on every [element] we’ve
this process less “green” than it may looked at so far.”
on both their end and our end.”
Windsor requested a similar sys- seem.
Are there challenges? Not as long
“Actually, we’re using less gaso- as the supplier understands the
tem for the shipment of its jambliners from its supplier, Intek. (Olson line because Windsor’s shipments benefits, Olson says.
says Kolbe actually originally devel- are smaller in size, and they’re put“Once people understand what
oped the Intek system, which it ting our product on a truck that’s the potential gains will be, it works
uses also, and eventually Intek pur- part of their rotation that they’re really well,” he adds.
❙
chased the containers so it could already doing, and, since it weighs
less, it uses less gas,” she says.
use them with other customers.)
Penny Stacey is the assistant editor of
Of course, implementing new DWM magazine.
“We used to order a massive
www.dwmmag.com

by Alan B. Goldberg
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Gridmaker Jon Beard follows a template for snapping spokes into
a 42-inch hub.
t Ventana USA, bending is
at the core of what they do.
Whatever size or shape of
vinyl profile is needed, the
company has the engineering knowhow to bend extrusions to specifications, and it has a 21-year track
record to prove it. But the company
is also focused on “bending” or
changing, to meet the needs of the
customer and a changing market.
The decision to change its packaging
methods to save money and the
environment at the same time is just
one of many ways Ventana USA has
bent with the times.

A
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A Little History
Ventana’s Germany-based parent company identified a niche in
the North American market and
formed a company to fill it in 1987.
“Our majority partner, Guenther
Pennekamp
of
Ventana
International, Vreden, Germany,
recognized the need for vinyl profile bending in the North American
vinyl window market,” says Tony
Pauly, vice president and general
manager.
Ventana Plastics Inc. began in
Plum Boro, Pa., as a custom PVC
profile bending operation with

three employees, working in 3,000
square feet of space. Within one
year, the U.S. company outgrew its
space and moved to a 9,000square-foot facility nearby in
Murrysville.
Pauly attributes the company’s
early and sustained success to two
key factors: dedicated people and
responsiveness to its customers.
“We built our organization to be
responsive to our customer’s needs.
We view ourselves as an extension
of their production floor from
stocking of materials and simplified ordering to fast and prompt
deliveries,” he says.
In 1993, the company expanded
again, this time to a new 35,000square-foot plant in Export, Pa., 25
miles east of Pittsburgh. The new
building had the space to serve a
growing market and now 45 people.
The year 1996 marked a turning
point, with major organizational
changes that would impact growth
significantly. Pauly joined the company as a partner, responsible for
managing the business, and made
some positive changes. Lead time
improved substantially from a twoto four-week average to seven days.
The plant experienced high volume, and the size of the workforce
grew to more than 70 people.
Another expansion occurred one
year later, as 7,500 square feet of
space was added to the facility. By
mid-1998, more space was needed
and was leased nearby in the same
industrial park. The rate of growth
increased from 25 to 38 percent, and
in the midst of these changes, the
company name changed to Ventana
USA. One year later, the company
pursued a new window of opportunity in the fence, decking and railing
(FDR) market. (For more information on this aspect of the business, see
the June 2008 issue of DWM’s sister

PLANT
TOUR
publication, SHELTER magazine). The
leased 25,000-square-foot building
was purchased, with five acres available for future expansion, to produce its garden windows and to
manufacture the fence, deck and
railing products.
Today, the total output for window and fence shapes exceeds
45,000 shapes a year, and nearly
6,000 garden windows are produced. Approximately 146 employees work two shifts, five days per
week. Total annual sales are in
excess of $14 million.

Shaping a Niche
What is most unique to this operation is the least visible to visitors.
Both tooling and equipment are
engineered and built in-house to
meet the specifications for the variety of shapes and sizes of bends.
Production
manager
Bob
Colchagie points out that this inhouse capability makes it possible
to achieve quick start-ups or adjust
tooling when profiles change
slightly. Tooling fabrication, he says,
was not always done inside.
“Seven years ago, tooling fabrication was outsourced. But in 2001,
we decided to bring this inside and
we are now doing all of our own
machining of bending tooling for
new window systems,” says
Colchagie.
Five years ago hot air (dry) bending was added, which eliminates
the cost of glycerine. He says this is
the unique part of the operation
and points out that extrusions can
be 8 to 12 feet long.
Colchagie says there are four
stages of production: bending, fabrication, welding and finishing. The
operation actually begins where
larger profiles and accessories to
frames are inventoried.
Fabrication is a manual opera-

tion that makes use of single mitre
saws. One of the frame cutters,
Scott Campbell, who cuts angles to
meet specifications, has seen
many changes since he joined the
company.
“I was hired to install beads 18
years ago,” he says. “Since then, I
have done just about everything. To
me, the biggest changes are in quality and tooling.”
There are plans to purchase a
CNC saw from Joseph Machinery
that will streamline this step.
It is the next stage, welding, that
represents new technology for
Ventana USA. Three years ago,
Wegoma welders were replaced
with those from Hollinger/Rotox.
Pauly explains that the previous
welders had outlived their useful
life and could no longer be repaired.
“Some of these units were purchased as used equipment when
Ventana USA got started in 1987,”
he says. He points out that Wegoma
no longer exists, and the new company does not offer the same
equipment. Hollinger/Rotox was
selected based on referrals. Pauly
says his customers and sister companies in France and Germany had
good experience with this welder.
“It gives us the benefit of new
technology and reliability, neither
of which was possible with the old
equipment,” says Pauly. Colchagie
adds that everyone is very happy
with the welders and the support
from the new supplier.
The single-point welders are
used to fuse sections of the vinyl
window profile together through
heat and pressure. Prior to finishing, the weld bead is scraped off
and the glazing bead is fit into the
frame. In the finishing stage, the
frame is cleaned and checked for
imperfections.
At this point, the open frame is

Frame cutter Scott Campbell cuts angles
to specifications.
either packaged for shipping or it
moves to glazing where it becomes
a glazed window.
“Not only do we fabricate our
own insulating glass, we also make
our own grids,” says Colchagie.
Grids can be flat or contour, in
colors or wood grains. Serving
more than 300 vinyl window fabricators, the company is able to provide a wide selection of grids as well
as glass. More than ten types of
low-E glass in different strengths
are available, supplied from a number of sources, based on the customer’s glass needs. In the initial
stage, all glass goes through a Billco
glass washer.
“Billco is second to none. We also
use Billco machines for cutting
glass,” says Colchagie, who points
out that the company is only 45
minutes from the plant so equipment can be serviced easily.
The spacer system of choice is
Edgetech IG’s SuperSpacer. “We’re
very pleased with Edgetech and
with
the
performance
of
SuperSpacer,” says Colchagie.
For sealing, we use H.B. Fuller’s
hot-melt butyl. In the final step, the
IG units are filled with argon gas.
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However, not all insulating glass is
done inside. Oversized and tempered glass and certain types of
coated glass are outsourced.
“For the small volume of oversized units, it is easier to outsource,” says Colchagie “Our close
association with a local glass fabricator, United Plate Glass, permits
us to provide a two-day service.”
The IG is then installed in the
frame in the dry glass process with
glazing tape or silicone. Recently,
Dow Corning’s hot-melt system
replaced the manual application of
silicone. Packaging is done one of
two ways. For delivery on the company’s fleet of trucks, a cohesive
wrap is used to prevent scratching.
Colchagie says that approximately
40 percent of its windows are
shipped this way. Another 40 percent are shipped on customers’
trucks with minimum packaging or
in accordance with customer specifications and 20 percent is
shipped with elaborate packaging
in prefabricated, expandable boxes
on common carriers. Recently the
company started using a new
packaging system that not only
reduces the cost of freight but also
is environmentally friendly. It

includes a biodegradable material
that replaces styrofoam and saves
on space.
This improvement fits right into
the company’s effort to be environmentally conscious. Glass, cardboard, wood and aluminum waste
are recycled.
Garden windows are fabricated at
the company’s other plant nearby.
Pauly explains that the initial
series of garden windows was the
result of a partnership with a major
extruder.
“We have since advanced the
design in response to requests from
fabricators,” says Pauly, who points
out that angles make this garden
window a little different from others. Fabrication is a manual operation and components are welded
with a two-point welder. A major
improvement in the near future is
the addition of a new CNC router
by Thermwood. One of the unique
features of this garden window is an
aluminum reinforcement.
“We add aluminum to get a
DP rating of 50. This is the only
vinyl garden window with such
a high rating,” says Colchagie.
Improvements at the plants
have been the result of many lean
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Glass optimizer David Bankosh seals an IG unit.
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and 5-S projects that have
increased efficiency, increased
production, reduced cost or created more open workspace. By introducing cross-training and building
flexibility, for example, into the
workforce, production bottlenecks
have been eliminated. An on-going
project is realigning equipment
and consolidating operations for
the sake of efficiency and better
use of space. “We have freed up
5,000 to 6,000 square feet of space,”
says Colchagie.
He says part of the success of the
program is “involving people in
decision-making and providing the
means for them to achieve their
objectives.”

Improving Efficiency
Through Software
One improvement that has had
the most significant impact company-wide is a new software system. Pauly says WTS Paradigm was
selected for a number of reasons,
but mostly for its expertise in order
entry and its ability to develop a
system geared to the operation.
“It took longer than anticipated
to build this system, but three years
later we are seeing the benefits of
it,” he says.
Kevin Reilly, sales manager, sees
the system as an excellent tool for
order entry and product information. The time-savings for customers is significant. He says they
can place orders electronically,
check on the status of an order,
design shapes with grids and accessories and generate a quote.
Pauly describes it as “another
way of being an extension of our
fabricator customer’s operation.”
Colchagie
says
the
new
Paradigm software has replaced
many time-consuming steps.
He says that all data for cutting is
shown clearly on the monitor as is
the amount of material lost in the
continued on page 40

Get Automated
With up to 850 Sash per Shift in
under 1200 square feet !

The Stürtz Compact Sash Line offers a space saving solution
for high production welding and cleaning with capacity for
up to 850 welded and cleaned sash per shift in under 1200
square feet, and with only one operator!
The close proximity of the double stack welders allows one
operator to efficiently load both machines. Upon removal
of the welded sash via a high speed belt system, the welders
automatically size for the next cycle. The belt system then

Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Road · Solon, Ohio 44139
Telephone 440-248-4009 · Telefax 440-248-4018
info@sturtz.com · www.sturtz.com

Winner of the 2007
Crystal Achievement Award
for Most Innovative Machine!

feeds the sash into a four head cleaner designed to clean all
four corners simultaneously in approximately 25 seconds.
The cleaner can be outfitted with optional tilt latch routing
and pivot bar insertion drilling.

» Find out more about Stürtz today by calling 440-248-4009.
www.sturtz.com

stürtz

Machinery, Inc.

continued from page 38
welding process. With the company
tooled for more than 700 different
vinyl window systems and an
inventory of at least 700 different
profiles in various colors and wood
grains, the system makes it possible
to track inventory electronically,
usage and recorder points.
Although operational, the system is by no means complete.
“Our goal is to become paperless
and fully integrated,” adds Pauly.

A Unique Blend
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Pauly believes the company’s
ability to serve both the window
and FDR markets is another
uniqueness.
“I have yet to see another window manufacturer that has been
successful serving both markets,”
he says.
But success, especially in multiple markets, brings challenges and
Ventana USA certainly has its share.
According to Pauly, one of the
biggest challenges is in production.
“Producing an architectural/
geometric shape from an extruded
vinyl lineal remains an art form, yet
we still live with the inevitable variations that can occur in a profile
extrusion from shipment to shipment,” he says.
He explains that new profile
designs have more chambers and
rounded exteriors that can be
challenging to the bending tool
designer and fabricator, but even
more so to the operator. He says
surface finishes are very important
and the dimensional tolerances
must be maintained so that the
shape can be mulled to the
straight window.
John Seba, manager of research
and development, can attest to
that.
“In the past 20 years, the biggest
change I have seen is in the complexity of the profiles and the
changes in processing,” he says.
Another challenge is the variety
of sizes and shapes, which do not
www.dwmmag.com

Glazier Todd Cain installs an IG unit into the frame and installs a glazing bead.
lend themselves to a traditional
type of inventory.
“We have established our own
alphabetical listing and coding in
order to simplify retrieval,” adds
Colchagie.
There is also the changing
capacity and short lead times that
can wreak havoc on a day-to-day
basis.
“The daily order pattern is up
and down. It is hard to schedule for
capacity when you’re running a
custom operation. Each person
becomes critical and if there is any
degree of absenteeism, we have to
juggle, which is one of the reasons
we implemented cross training,”
says Colchagie.
He refers to the employees as
excellent and seasoned in all areas
of shapes production and says
turnover has improved dramatically, from 40 to 7 percent.
“We changed the corporate culture here,” says Pauly, “and that has
made a tremendous difference.”
He says by getting people
involved in decision-making, especially with lean and 5-S projects
where they see improvements from
their
participation,
attitudes
change and so does the environ-

ment. People like what they do and
it shows. Also, the company’s payfor-skills program, which rewards
those who want to expand their
skills, has been very successful.
Training is an informal process.
It is done through “job shadowing,”
which takes from two to four weeks.
The second phase is working on
actual orders and learning the different window systems. He says the
company offers incentives to those
who expand their skills.
Finding new employees who
have the skills for this specialized
production process is another challenge. The company is working
closely with local workforce investment boards and schools to reintroduce vocational training in
high schools.
“Our goal is to eventually bring
in high school grads to learn a
trade,” says Pauly.
Looking ahead, he sees a bright
future for the company, with
growth projected throughout North
America for both businesses.
❙
Alan Goldberg is a contributing writer
for DWM magazine. He has 31 years of
experience in the door and window
industry.
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Seal It Up

The Latest in Adhesives and Sealants
s your company looking for a
new flashing method, sealant or
spacer system? If so, you’ve
come to the right place. In the following pages you’ll find the latest
products on the market in the
sealants and adhesives arena.

I

SEALANTS
Instant Results
with InstantGlaze
Dow Corning®’s InstantGlaze and
InstantGlaze II assembly sealants are patented, neutral-cure, reactive hot-melt silicones
designed for automated backbedding applications. InstantGlaze
sealant is a 100-percent silicone hot-melt
sealant that can be applied robotically using standard dispensing
equipment and automated X-Y glazing tables.
According to the company, the
sealants prevent “bottlenecking” on
the production line because it pro-

vides immediate strength upon
application, so windows can move
on to the next processing step
immediately. Likewise, the fast-glazing sealants allow the windows to be
shipped immediately once complete and have a lengthy open time,
for flexible manufacturing options,
according to the company. Finally,
the formula is non-hazardous, has a
low odor and is worker-friendly.
Window manufacturer Peerless
Products in Fort Scott,
Kan., is already using InstantGlaze. The company made the switch
from traditional glazing
tapes in 2005.
“We wanted a new
solution that didn’t
require hand application
and offered customers a higher level
of quality, reliability and longevity,”
says chief engineer Coby Jones.
So far, company officials have
been glad they switched.
“After a year and a half in operation, we have yet to replace a single

BUMPERS

Muntin Bumpers are Almost Invisible
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LAMATEK’s new LB Clear
muntin bumpers are made from
a non-yellowing proprietary
ultraviolet-resistant material
and are available in a nearly
invisible clear compound. These
latest muntin bumpers from
the West Deptford, N.J.-based
company are designed to eliminate rattling of internal muntin
bars/grids.
They are supplied with a non-yellowing self-adhesive acrylic backing and
therefore can be applied easily right to the muntin bar before being placed
between the lites of glass, according to the company.
LB Clear muntin bumpers are provided in kiss-cut in rolls for easy transportation. They come with a self-adhesive backing on a white paper release
liner. Standard gauge is .06 inches by 250 inches diameter.
❙❙➤ www.lamatek.com
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Peerless window because of performance issues related to the
InstantGlaze sealant,” Jones says.
“We’ve also seen benefits we didn’t
expect, such as better wind resistance due to the flexibility of the
Dow
Corning®
InstantGlaze
Assembly Sealant.”
❙❙➤ www.dowcorning.com

Thiover® is Specially
Formulated for IG Units
Fenzi North America’s two-part
polysulphide sealant was designed
especially for sealing insulating
glass (IG) units. The Thiover sealant
is produced in different viscosities
in order to suit
individual customers’ needs
and
equipment, and is
s o l ve n t - f re e.
The
sealant
can be used for
either singleor double-seal
IG units and
can work with
any metal profile, according to the company, and
can be applied by any type of
extruder available in the market,
including air, hydraulic, semiautomatic and automatic.
❙❙➤ www.fenzi-na.com

FLASHING

Venture Tape
Introduces Alternative
to Rubber Flashing
Venture Tape Corp.’s new
VentureFlash 800 is a three-ply, zeroperm laminate (al.foil/PET/al.foil)
coated with a special cold-weather
(CW) acrylic pressure-sensitive
adhesive system. The latest from the
Rockland, Mass.-based company
combines quick stick at normal temperatures with low temperature per-

FLASHING

Extra, XtraFlashPlus™

formance below freezing, according
to information from the company. It
can be used with all door and window products, including vinyl, aluminum, wood or fiberglass and
can be used in metal building
construction.
VentureFlash 800 is self-adhering and has a moisture and vapor
barrier to fight mold, mildew and
decay. It adheres to a number of
different substrates (underlayment
and house wraps), including plywood, MDF, Tyvek®, oriented
strand board, DensGlass, concrete
block, brick, Typar® and buffalo
board.
❙❙➤ www.venturetape.com

The XtraFlashPlus™ from Phoenix-based Premier
Industrial Supply Inc. is a new patent-pending door
and window flashing system that is heavy-duty, flexible and tear-resistant.
XtraFlashPlus utilizes a 13-mil woven polypropylene 12-inch nail-on flashing with a ½-inch strip of
butyl applied between the factory-folded flashing,
and a second ½-inch butyl strip that will cover the
traditional flange once applied (folded over) during
installation. Tested by TLS Laboratories, the
XtraFlashPlus™ passed and exceeded wind speed tests
of 230 mph, and water intrusion tests of 8 inches per
hour, according to the manufacturer.
❙❙➤ www.premierindustrial.net

Servo-Flo® 401 Series
Designed for Low Volume
Sealant Equipment & Engineering, Inc.’s new Servo-Flo® 401 Series
servo-motor drive meter system is
designed to apply small precision
beads and small precise shots of adhesives, sealants or lubricant materials from 1 to 8.5 cc in both robotic
and manual dispensing applications. Representatives from the Plymouth, Mass.-based company say
this new electric meter was engineered to dispense thixotropic and
cohesive materials, such as one-part

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

Get Precision with VersaPail™
The new line of VersaPail bulk
melters from Nordson Corp. is
designed to provide precision in
the application of hot-melt adhesive from 20-liter or 5-gallon pails.
Officials from the Duluth, Ga.based company say the melters
are well-suited for reactive adhesives, such as moisture-cure
polyurethanes, and that they only
melt the top surface of adhesive
allowing the remaining material in
the pail to stay solid. This reduces
thermal stress and protects bonding characteristics. The system’s
hydraulic passages also are
designed to eliminate dead spaces

where undesired curing could
result, according to the company.
Available with a variety of pump
types and sizes, VersaPail melters
can be customized to accommodate a wide variety of adhesives and
meet
manufacturers’
specific
requirements. An industrial PC
provides operators with full control
of the adhesive system via an easyto-use graphical touch-screen
interface, with messages and indicators for each activity and
machine status condition.
❙❙➤ www.nordson.com
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Seal It Up
continued from page 43

silicones, epoxies, urethanes and
heat or ambient cure materials.
According to the company, the
Servo-Flo 401 motor design provides
precise and repeatable precision
bead profiles and variable-flow-rate
metered shot volumes. Likewise, the
system provides a variety of preset
material-dispensing profiles and will
dispense different precise material
volumes for various part configurations. The meter accepts flow-rate
commands from automation controls or can be preset to vary the flow
rate during dispensing. This feature
varies the bead volume in gasketing,
filling or potting applications in
manual, automated and robotic dispensing manufacturing processes.
❙❙➤www.SealantEquipment.com/
mm1

GLASS BONDING

Bonding for All
Materials from Häfele

Growth for Adhesives and Sealants Expected by 2010
he global market for adhesives is expected to exceed $30.5 billion by 2010,
while sealant sales volume is projected to reach 2.3 billion pounds by 2010,
according to a recent report by Global Industry Analysts Inc. (GIA).
Likewise, the company predicts that overseas markets, such as Asia-Eastern
Pacific, Eastern Europe and Latin America, have potential for growth in the
sealant-manufacturing industry.
The adhesives and sealants market in the United States has lost some ground
to China, according to the report, as some producers moved their facilities to
China. However, the United States continues to play a dominant role in the
adhesives market, with volume sales estimated at more than 7.8 billion pounds
and valued at more than $7.5 billion for 2007, according to GIA.
Europe accounted for an estimated 30-percent share of the worldwide
sealants market, in terms of volume sales, for 2007.
Among the companies said in the report to be “dominating the global adhesives and sealants market” are the 3M Co., Adhesives Research, Bostik, Dow
Automotive, ITW Performance Polymers Consumer Division, Mapei S.p.A., PPG
Aerospace, Rohm and Haas Co., Scapa Group Plc and SIKA AG.

T

ware, all available from Häfele.
The stainless steel hardware offers
complete design freedom with the
use of hinges, magnets, locks, knobs,
handle adapters, shelf supports, and
table leg adapters. UV glass gluing
offers an alternative to the standard
glass connection processes, allowing
for strong material bonding and infinite design creativity without boring
a single hole.
❙❙➤ www.hafele.com

SPACERS

Get “Air-Tight™”
with Glasslam
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Häfele America Co. offers an
ultraviolet (UV) glass bonding system that is suitable for glass to glass,
glass to stainless steel, glass to granite or glass to wood. According to
information from the Archdale,
N.C.-based company, the system
requires no drilling or applying support profiles with this technique.
Materials required for use with the
Häfele process are a special adhesive,
a UV light and the appropriate hardwww.dwmmag.com

Glasslam N.G.I. Inc. recently
launched its Air-Tight spacer products in a tropical locale. The company chose the Lucaya Resort on
Grand Bahama Island, near its new
factory in Freeport, to hold its launch
sales meeting for the products.

Among the products in the series are
the Air-Tight the Generic, a flexible
EPDM spacer, and the Air-Tight
Smart Edge, the One-Step product,
which is an EPDM spacer with a preapplied secondary seal.
❙❙➤ www.glasslam.com

GLAZING TAPES

Pres-On P4500 Designed
to be Fast and Easy
The new PresBond P4500 glazing
tape from Pres-On
is designed to help
make window fabrication easy, fast
and reliable. The
A A M A - a p p r ov e d
cross-linked, closed
cell polyethylene
foam tape is double-sided with a high-tack acrylic
adhesive that permanently bonds
to wood, aluminum, stainless steel
and PVC window frames, according
to the Addison, Ill.-based company.
The tape is available in a variety
of thicknesses and lengths and
comes with a quick polyethylene
release liner.
❙❙➤ www.pres-on.com
❙

Keeping Argon
in the Unit
Taking Measures to Ensure Proper Workmanship
by Jim Plavecsky
hy put argon in an insulating glass (IG) unit
when the laws of nature
tell us that these molecules will try
to escape?
At two pennies a liter, the cost of
gas filling with argon is modest
while it results in a nice jump in
thermal performance. High-speed
gas fill machines are quite common
these days, filling units at rates as
high as 90 liters per minute. This
means we can fill IG units very efficiently, translating to a significant
value for the consumer.
The differences in composition
of a 95-percent argon gas fill inside
a unit versus the chemical composition of air outside a unit are
shown in the accompanying table
(see box below). The third column
shows the ratio of the concentra-
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The Driving Force
for Argon to
Escape is Greater!
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Gas
N2->
O2->
Ar
CO2->

Outside
78.08
20.95
.93
.03

Inside
4
.999
95
.001

Ratio
19.5/1
21/1
102/1
30/1

tion of the higher side versus the
lower side for each gas. For nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide,
the outside concentration is higher
than the inside concentration.
When it comes to argon, the inside
concentration is higher than the
outside concentration. The ratio
relates to the driving force for each
particular gas to permeate to the
other side. Larger concentration
differences (greater ratios) correlate to a greater drive for equilibrium to be achieved. As you can see,
the ratio for argon from inside to
outside is three to five times what it
is for the other gasses in the system.
Therefore, argon tries to get out
faster than the other gases try to get
inside. The same materials and
workmanship principles that surround the task of keeping moisture
vapor from entering the IG unit
also apply to the job of keeping
argon from escaping the unit.
However, the forgiveness factor
does not apply.

Desiccant Plays Major Role
The forgiveness factor refers to
the role that molecular sieve or
desiccant plays to prevent an IG
unit from fogging as moisture

This can cause IG unit deflection
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Stress on bond line
Stress on glass (stress
cracks)

Reduced
thermal
performance

Argon
-

www.dwmmag.com

P

Visible distortion

vapor enters the unit over time.
The same principles of equilibrium outlined here also apply to
moisture vapor. The inside of the
unit contains very dry air, which
has a very low concentration of
moisture vapor. The outside of the
unit has a much higher concentration of moisture vapor. However,
as moisture vapor enters the unit,
molecular sieve or desiccant
absorbs it, thereby preventing it
from accumulating as a fog within
the IG unit. So, workmanship
errors manifested as small voids or
flaws can go for years before
resulting in a failure since the drying agent is “buying time” or providing “forgiveness.”
But when argon escapes, there
is no forgiveness. It creates more
problems. Since argon moves out
faster than air moves in, the result
becomes a negative pressure differential from inside to outside
the unit. A pressure drop inside
the unit results in the inward bowing of the glass (see illustration at
left). The IG unit now becomes a
concave lens, and visible distortion is the result. The glass can
touch the internal grids resulting
in a thermal short circuit. The
inward flexing of the glass in the
middle causes a corresponding
outward flexing of the glass at the
edges where the edge seal is trying
to hold everything together. This
places a high degree of stress
upon the bond between the glasssealant interface as well as the
sealant-spacer interface. The
result can be adhesion loss
between glass and sealant or
between sealant and spacer.
Premature failure can result. The
moral of this story is that when it
comes to gas filling, top-quality
workmanship is a must.

joints (see photo at left) can lead to
very high rates of argon loss. As the
IG unit expands and contracts on a
daily basis, these workmanship
flaws can grow in size allowing even
more gas to escape.

Small voids or cold joints (shown above) can lead to very high rates of argon loss.

Take Preventative Measures
What can be done to prevent all
of this? There are three basic things
that need to be addressed:
Choose a sealant with a very low
argon permeation rate. In general,
silicone sealants have relatively high
permeation rates, so in dual-seal
systems utilizing silicone as a secondary sealant, proper application
of the primary seal (PIB) is critical. I
often see manufacturers stacking
units so they can apply sealant more
easily to each side of the stack. The
weight of multiple units can squeeze
the PIB out of place on the bottom
three or four units, resulting in higher permeation rates. Once the gas
makes it through the PIB, it will
move easily through the silicone. In
residential applications, where UV
requirements are not a top priority,
then polyurethane can be used as it
has a lower argon permeation rate.
Lower yet are polysulfide sealants.
The best selection as far as gas permeability is concerned are the
butyls. There are also single-seal
butyl-based sealants available that
continue to cure after application,
and these offer the lowest gas permeability rates while still providing
structural properties.
Choose a sealant and spacer system that is strong, yet flexible and
resilient. An IG unit is a dynamic system. Barometric pressure changes,
windloads,
and
temperature
changes all lead to pressure differentials outside versus inside the unit.

The unit is expanding constantly
and contracting. This puts stress on
the sealant-spacer interface as well
as the sealant glass interface.
Flexible spacer systems can help
alleviate this stress by moving with
the glass as opposed to more rigid
systems. Stress management helps
lengthen the life span of the adhesion system allowing the gas sealing
capability of the system to last
longer. Flexibility also can vary with
temperature so it is worth taking a
look at the low and high temperature
properties of the spacer and sealants
involved. Some of these become stiff
at extremely low temperatures or
can become too soft and creep at
higher temperature extremes. The
best ones remain flexible at the lowest subzero temperatures while
remaining strong and dimensionally
stable at high temperature extremes.
Pay greater attention to sealant
adhesion and application techniques. No matter how good of a
sealant you use, it will not stick well
to dirty glass. So, make sure that
your washer has a clean air filter
and that the water temperature is
in line with your glass supplier’s
recommendation. Also, make sure
that two-part sealants are being
mixed properly (correct ratio and
good dispersion) or that, in the case
of one-part sealants, make sure
that the application temperature is
in the correct range. Pay very close
attention to application techniques. Even small voids or cold

Gas Retention Standards
Gas retention standards now have
become part of the Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance (IGMA) and
Insulating Glass Manufacturers
Association of Canada (IGMAC) certification programs and are voluntary for the Insulating Glass
Certification Council (IGCC). The
National
Fenestration
Rating
Council (NFRC) soon will make IG
durability a requirement as well, and
this also will include a gas retention
requirement. The standard involves
a minimum initial fill requirement of
90 percent (average of six units) with
a retained average of 80 percent
minimum after undergoing the
ASTM D2190 durability test.
Hundreds of window manufacturers
currently are utilizing the NFRC and
ENERGY STAR® labels as part of their
marketing and sales programs soon
will be required to pass these tests,
proving that their window systems
contain the required amount of gas
both initially and after accelerated
weather cycling. For many, this surely is going to be a wake-up call.
Injecting the proper amount of gas
into the unit is only half the battle.
Keeping it in there will prove to be
the bigger challenge.
❙
Jim Plavecsky is a regional sales
manager for Edgetech IG. He
also is the owner of
Windowtech Sales Inc., a
Columbus, Ohio-based sales and
consulting firm that specializes in the door
and window industry. He can be reached
at Jim.Plavecsky@edgetechig.com.
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Introducing...

MACHINERY

One Shift + Two People = 500 Windows with Notch Above™

Tooling for All
Phases from CGGS

The Notch Above integrated production system allows a manufacturer to
create more than 500 windows in one shift with as few as two operators,
according to its developer, Vinyl Link® in Layton, Utah. The one-piece flow system keeps all four sides of a lineal notched but connected until in the welder.
There, special Triple Play machinery in each corner shears and squares the
notches before welding.
“With the Notch Above automated fabrication, lineals are always in order,
you never weld of out of configuration and practically your only scrap is the
notch cut,” says Frank LaSusa, Vinyl Link founder and president.
Other benefits of the Notch Above systems include low material handling
and floor space requirements, according to the company. The systems use standard vinyl lineals, LaSusa says.

Charles G. G. Schmidt & Co. Inc.
(CGGS) now offers insert tooling for
all phases of woodworking. The
company has it all available when it
comes to tooling for CNC machin-

❙❙➤ www.vinyllinkusa.com
saws, for both replacement and
new-construction products.
❙❙➤ www.cggschmidt.com

Variety Time with PowerSeam

ery—from
tenon
heads,
to
groovers, surfacing heads, stile and
rail cutters, panel raising cutters
and router bits. CGGS also offers
tooling for planers, tenoners,
routers, shapers, moulders and

The newest pre-process technology from Bavelloni is designed to handle a variety of glass thicknesses and sizes. The
PowerSeam is
available as a
stand-alone
machine or
integrated into
any production line
and operates with one

fixed and one moveable bridge, giving it the flexibility to work with different sized glass at random. The
operator for the automatic loading
system only has to supply the glass;
the PowerSeam will set up, measure
the sheet dimensions and adapt to
its thickness automatically.

SCREENS
d
o
o
r

Get the Bugs Out with BetterVue
Phifer’s newest screening product
was designed not only to offer a clear
view, but also to keeps the bugs away.
The BetterVue Insect Screening for
doors, windows and porches is woven
from smaller yarns, with small holes in
between; the combination of the
screen’s increased openness and the
smaller yarn diameters enhances the
user’s view, allows optimal light transmittance, increased airflow and protection against small insects, according to information from the
Tuscaloosa, Ala.-based company.
The BetterVue screen also is flameretardant.
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❙❙➤ www.phifer.com
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PowerSeam’s design was based on
the concept of a double-edger and
the system integrates easily with
conveyors, washing machines and
other equipment. It also offers
smooth integration into plants’
existing lines and software systems.
Information from Bavelloni says
the PowerSeam system is ideal for
the production of insulating glass
and structural glazing, solar panels
and doors.
❙❙➤ www.glaston.net
continued on page 50

Take advantage of
the Economic Stimulus Act
of 2008 New Incentives for
Equipment Investment

The International Woodworking Machinery & Furniture Supply Fair - USA® is owned and sponsored by:

Introducing...
CONTINUED

The Phoenix-04
DHC Rises at ATech
ATech Machinery’s new automatic double-head welder has
multiple-stack capacity and an
integrated corner cleaner. The
Phoenix-04 DHC can weld up
to four profiles at one time, and
automatically cleans the outer
surface, top and bottom surfaces of the vinyl frame in less
than two minutes with one
operator on-hand, according to
the company.
Officials from the Gaithersburg,
Md.-based company say the
machine is equipped with a heavyduty construction and can simultaneously weld two corners of vinyl
profiles. In addition, the machine
features easy-to-service adjustment of the welding parameters,
such as the welding temperature
warm-up and joining time, welding
and joining pressures, according to
the company.
The system operates in conjunction with a PLC system and can
weld both white and color profiles.
❙❙➤ www.atechmachine.com

HARDWARE

It’s Fold-and-Slide

Mini Die Casting
Unveils Lighter Locks

The new fold-and-slide hardware system from HOPPE North
America is ideal for openings up
to 48 feet wide, according to the
Fort Atkinson, Wis.-based
company. The system can
utilize panels as large as 3
feet wide by 10 feet in height
and is suitable for wood and
aluminum doors with a
capacity of up to 165 pounds
per panel.
Fold-and-slide features precision bearings for a lowrolling resistance, a concealed

Mini Die Casting has introduced
a new line of composite and alu-

minum sash locks. The 2200A
Composite
and
CA201
Cast
Aluminum Sash locks feature all the
properties of the company’s zinc
locks but are created from lightweight materials. Each lock meets
the ASTM E-330-02 Structural
Performance, ASTM F 588-04
Forced Entry and CAWM 301-90 criteria, according to the company. The
company’s lines of products include
sash locks, pivot bars and tilt latches
along with custom components.
❙❙➤ www.minidiecast.com

COATINGS

Renolit FAST Now is Even Faster
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American Renolit Corp. has updated
the production of its FAST exterior window laminate film.
FAST will now be produced with a primer
applied to the backside of the film.
This change will
make the application of the film
to PVC, fiberglass
and
aluminum
profiles even easier,
according to the company. FAST will retain its
10-year exterior warranty for
all of the United States and Canada.
❙❙➤ www.renolit.com
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bottom channel to help the threshold blend with the exterior floor
and stainless steel components to
offer high resistance to corrosion,
even in coastal environments.
❙❙➤ www.us.hoppe.com

This Product is
Off (or on) the Hook

PACKAGING

Maritza Capozzoli, the inventor
of the Window Hook, says it offers a
new concept for a tool to assist in

The latest system
from EDL Packaging
Engineers features the
protection of the company’s sleeve wrappers
with the flexibility of a
stretch wrapper. The
Protecta Pack Hibrid
system is an inline system
designed
to
enclose large items
using both bundling
and stretch-wrapping
technologies.
The system applies a sleeve of polyfoam, bubble wrap, LDPE or high-abuse
film to protect the top, bottom, leading and trailing faces and edges of a package. Stretch film then is wrapped horizontally around the pack to secure the
overwrapped sleeve in place and to enclose the pack fully. The outer layer locks
the protective film around the edges and corners of the package.

opening and closing the top sash of
a double-hung window. The hook is
a rubber-handled, four-foot woodcontinued on page 52

New Protecta Pack Combines Best of Both Packaging Worlds

❙❙➤ www.edlpackaging.com
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Introducing...
CONTINUED

Step 1

DON’T MELT IT!
DON’T CUT IT!

Stretch Jamb

Step 2

Remove Balance
or Shoe

en or metal shaft surmounted with three rubbertipped hooks. It was designed to enable a person to
extend his reach sufficiently to open and close the
top sash of a double-hung window.
Capozzoli, who is based in New Rochelle, N.Y.,
says the hook affords users of any height the ability
to open and close tall windows easily and safely.
❙❙➤ www.adventproduct.net/21646/default.htm

SOFTWARE

Meeting Needs from Front to Back
Coil balance & shoe
removal tool
for vinyl windows

$129.00

www.jambstretcher.com
Or Call: 877-632-2448

www.

DWMmag
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Biweekly news stories
Video
Industry blogs
and much more!

And just launched is our new

So, come for a visit, then bookmark us so you can keep
up with all the latest developments in your industry.

www.dwmmag.com
www.dwmmag.com

Preference North America recently released
PrefWeb, its web-based product configuration and
order entry software used in concert with with
Custom Window Systems of Ocala, Fla. PrefWeb
allows dealers to configure and place orders for
standard and complex products via their dealer
website, and to track their orders. All database management is done centrally. Web orders then are fed
directly into the PrefSuite software, driving the
order through the plant, including MRP, inventory
stock control and product labeling and shipping,
even providing truck loading and shipping routes.
“The implementation of the PrefSuite and
PrefWeb software has integrated our entire operation seamlessly,” says John Cwik, president of
Custom Window Systems. “The PrefSuite product is
truly a comprehensive front- to back-end software
package. It controls every facet of our operations
and is highly customizable. Engineering can produce fully configured models in a fraction of time
that it used to take … PrefSuite is our competitive
advantage in the global marketplace.”
❙❙➤ www.prefsuite.com

Look Ahead with New
Software from PMC Software
Want to realize material savings and reduced production times for glass production? PMC Software
Inc. says this is possible through use of its software
tool, “Look Ahead.” The program has modules available to enhance both glass and lineal optimization
systems, and is now available as a real-time function.
According to the company, customers report 5to 8-percent savings for glass and 4- to 9-percent
savings for lineals. One reported an average savings
of three sheets of glass and a 6-percent increase in
yield daily for just one particular glass composition.
The company offers its potential customers a free
test of the software using their own glass and vinyl
production data, to see their projected savings.
❙❙➤ www.pmcsoftware.com
❙

Ones to Watch

COMINGS AND GOINGS
Collins Promoted to VP,
Building Products Group
Michael
Collins,
author of the DWM column, “Trend Tracker”
(see page 12), has been
promoted to vice president, building products
Michael
group,
for
Jordan
Collins
Knauff & Company.
Collins will continue to deal with
the door and window market in his
new position, though his work will
expand to other areas of the building products industry as well.
Collins has been with Jordan
Knauff & Company. since 2003.
Prior to that, he was an associate
at Morgan Stanley.

Edgetech Appoints New
Eco Coat Product Manager

d
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Edgetech I.G. has
appointed
Bob
Mecomonaco to the
position of Eco Coat
product manager. In
his new position,
Bob
Mecomonaco
is
Mecomonaco
responsible for developing the Eco Coat glass protection
system product line and providing
customer assistance.
He served previously as the
national
sales
director
for
Edgetech’s sister company, Lauren
Manufacturing.
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Bilco Announces New
Customer Service Manager
The West Haven,
Conn.-based
Bilco
Company
has
announced
that
Pamela Greulich has
been named cusPamela
tomer service managGreulich
er for the company’s
residential product line.
Greulich will be based at the company’s new residential products manwww.dwmmag.com

ASSOCIATION NEWS
Bosco Inducted into NAHB Society of Honored Associates
The National Association of Home Builders’ (NAHB)
recently inducted Tony Bosco, CAP, CGA, Eastern
Michigan district sales manager for Hurd Windows &
Doors, into the NAHB Society of Honored Associates.
Bosco has been with Hurd for five years and is based in
Freeland, Mich.
Tony Bosco
He is an active associate member of NAHB. He has
chaired the home show, membership, program and public relations committees at the local and state level with the Home
Builders Association of Saginaw and the Michigan Association of Home
Builders, according to a press release issued by Hurd. He also has been
involved with long-range strategic planning, the parade of homes,
associates council, building codes and planning and zoning, home
show advertising, Habitat for Humanity and other state and local
committees.

ufacturing facility in Zanesville, Ohio.
In her new position, Greulich will
oversee all aspects of service for the
company’s residential product customer base. In addition, she will supervise the customer service staff in
this facility and participate as a member of the company’s Residential Products Value Stream team.

DAC Products Hires Two
New Project Managers
DAC
Products
recently made two
new additions to its
sales team.
Chris Hodges has
joined DAC’s sales
Chris Hodges department as project
manager. He brings
more than 19 years of
manufacturing,
design
and
sales
experience from the
fixture and display
Jim Taylor
industry.
Jim Taylor is also a new project
manager in the department. He has
more than 30 years of experience in
the apparel industry as a plant
manager and prior to that, a log
home manufacturer, which included a sash and door operation.

Crystal Adds Arietti as
Regional Sales Manager
Crystal Window &
Door Systems has
hired Renzo Arietti as
the regional sales
manager
for
the
Connecticut/MassaRenzo Arietti chusetts area. Before
joining
Crystal,
Arietti was with ABC Supply Co.,
where he was responsible for business development and customer
service throughout Connecticut
and western Massachusetts.

McMahon Joins Technoform
Technoform has
announced the addition of Chris
McMahon as ISpacer™ sales engineer. He will be responsible
for Chris
working with com- McMahon
mercial IG manufacturers in the central U.S. market. McMahon’s experience in
technical sales includes eight years
with SPX Corp., an automotive
supplier.
continued on page 56
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Ones to Watch
continued

Homeshield Adds Winner
as Operations Manager
Homeshield has announced that
Keith Winner has been named operations manager for its location in
Chatsworth, Ill. Winner previously
served as engineering manager for a
division of Lennox International and has
Keith Winner nearly 25 years of manufacturing experience from various industries.
At Lennox, Winner was certified as a Step+ Black
Belt via Six Sigma training. Homeshield is based in
Luck, Wis. He holds a bachelor’s degree in industrial
and system engineering from Ohio State University.

briefly
Roto Frank of America Inc. has appointed
Patrick R. Donnelly as western regional
sales manager. In his new position, Donnelly
will manage and service the entire western
region of the United States including Texas
... Dale Fuhr has joined Wiss, Janney, Elstner
Patrick
Associates Inc., a consulting firm of strucDonnelly
tural engineers, architects and materials
scientists, as an associate principal. Fuhr previously served
as Southeast region operations manager at Permasteelisa ...
Jim Kirk has been promoted to the position of quality
supervisor at Simonton Windows. In this new position, Kirk
will provide support for quality activities and processes at
the Pennsboro, W.Va., and Harrisville, W.Va., facilities. He
served previously as technical trainer in the corporate quality department at the company’s headquarters in
Parkersburg, W.Va. ... Mini Die Casting Inc. has a new Fort
Worth, Texas, plant manager, Garry Coufal. Coufal brings
more than 24 years of experience in plant management to
the position ... Edgetech I.G. is expanding its
team with the appointment of Ryan Kerch
as its marketing assistant. Kerch will support the marketing and sales departments
at both Edgetech and its sister company,
Lauren Manufacturing. His role will include
Ryan Kerch
assisting with layout, design and production of company collateral, as well as support with the planning of trade and industry events ... Adhesives Research Inc. has
promoted Kim Weigle to vice president of
manufacturing. She served previously as
director of manufacturing operations …
SierraPine has added Lane Cox to its company as territory sales manager for the Lane Cox
South Central United States. Most recently,
Cox was with James Hardie Building Products.
❙
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This Deal is Stacked
in Your Favor!
Save an additional 10%
on orders placed through
June 27, 2008
All Shim
s

manufac are
from rec tured
yc
materialsled
98% by c .
ontent.

ALUMINUM & GLASS
CURTAIN WALL / WINDOW WALL

Now, by special order:
Fire-Resistant Stack Shims!
VERTICLE ALUM. MULLION

1

INTERNAL ANCHOR CLIP

GROVE SHIM STACKS

BAKER’S DOZEN
Purchase 12 Boxes of the Stack Shims
of your choice through June 27, 2008 and
receive the 13th box FREE!

P.O. Box 240, 17 Marguerite Avenue, Leominster, MA 01453
Tel: 978-534-5188 • Fax: 978-840-4130
www.groveproductsinc.com

NowSHOWing

July 14-15, 2008
NWDA 2008 Summer
Meeting & Golf Outing
Sponsored by the
Northeast Window and Door
Association (NWDA).
Crystal Springs Resort.
Hamburg, N.J.
Contact: NWDA at
609/799-4900 or
visit www.nwda.net.
July 28-31, 2008
National Fenestration
Rating Council (NFRC)
Summer Meeting
Sponsored by the NFRC.
The Conrad Chicago.
Chicago.
Contact: NFRC at
301/589-1776 or
visit www.nfrc.org.
August 20-23, 2008
IWF 2008
Sponsored by IWF.
Georgia World Congress Center.
Atlanta.
Contact: International
Woodworking Fair at
404/693-8333 or visit
www.iwfatlanta.com.

Manufacturer of rubber
molded products

September 21-24, 2008
AAMA National Fall Conference
Sponsored by AAMA.
Hyatt Regency Hill
Country Resort and Spa.
San Antonio.
Contact: AAMA at
847/303-5664 or
visit www.aamanet.org.
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Complete in-house tooling capabilities

Cleats & Belts
shaped according to
the extruded profile
2275 43rd Avenue, Lachine (Qc) Canada H8T 2K1

Tel.: 514 631-0234
Fax: 514 631-5682

1 888 831-0234
info@ctcrubber.com

www.ctcrubber.com
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September 9-11, 2008
Fenestration
Manufacturers Association
(FMA) Fall Conference
Sponsored by FMA.
Marco Island, Fla.
Contact: FMA
at 850/294-7963.

www.dwmmag.com

October 6-8, 2008
GlassBuild America
Co-sponsored by the Glass
Association of North America,
AAMA, the Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance, the
Bath Enclosure Manufacturers
Association and the National
Glass Association.
Las Vegas Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: Show organizers
at 866/342-5642, ext. 300.

calendar of events

October 21-25, 2008
glasstec ’08
Sponsored by Messe Dusseldorf.
Messe Dusseldorf.
Dusseldorf, Germany.
Contact: Messe Dusseldorf
at 312/781-5180 or visit
www.mdna.com/shows/
glasstec.htm.
October 29-30, 2008
AAMA Southeast
Region Fall Meeting
Sponsored by AAMA.
Renaissance Resort
at World Golf Village.
St. Augustine, Fla.
Contact: AAMA at
847/303-5664 or
visit www.aamanet.org.
November 18-21, 2008
Fenestration China
Co-sponsored by CIEC
Exhibition Co. Ltd. and
Nurnberg Global Fairs GmbH.
China International
Exhibition Center.
Beijing.
Contact: Nurnberg
Global Fairs GmbH at
+49 9 11.86 06-86 84 or visit
www.fenestration-china.com.
December 9-10, 2008
Glass Expo Midwest™ ’08
Co-sponsored by
DWM magazine.
Renaissance Hotels and Resorts.
Schaumburg, Ill.
Contact: DWM magazine
at 540/720-5584 or visit
www.glassexpos.com.
2009
January 12-17, 2009
BAU 2009
Sponsored by
Messe Munich Gmbh.
Munich Trade Fair Centre.
Munich, Germany.
Contact:
(+ 49 89) 9 49-1 13 08 or visit
www.bau-muenchen.com. ❙

To submit events
for the calendar
e-mail
ttaffera@glass.com
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Architectural Glass
Bent/Curved
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970,
3811 Hwy. 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
800/543-8796;
fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Door & Window
Machinery/Equipment
EDTM Inc.
745 Capital Commons
Toledo, OH 43615
419/861-1030;
fax: 419/861-1031
www.edtm.com
sales@edtm.com
GlasWeld Systems Inc.
20578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
541/388-1156;
fax: 541/388-1157
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
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Multiprocessing
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws, Cut-Off
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws, Double-Miter
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
www.dwmmag.com

30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Vinyl Welders
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Door Components
Door Frames, Metal
Household Metals Inc.
645 E. Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
800/343-2610;
fax: 215/634-2292
www.hmidoors.com
Door Hardware &
Related Products
Setting Blocks
Frank Lowe
Rubber & Gasket
10 Dubon Ct., Suite 1
Farmingdale, NY 11735
800/777-0202;
fax: 631/777-2560
www.franklowe.com
sales@franklowe.com
Doors, Exterior
Hurricane Glass Doors
Dome’l, Inc.
For Hi-Rise Buildings
No Shutters Needed
3 Grunwald St.
Clifton, NJ 07013
800/603-6635;
fax: 973/614-8011
www.domelinc.com

Hardware Components
G-U Hardware Inc.
12650 Patrick Henry Dr.
Newport News, VA 23602
800/927-1097;
fax: 888/454-0161
Truth Hardware Corp.
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884;
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com
Winkhaus North America, Inc.
1171 Universal Blvd.
Whitewater, WI 53190
262/472-8800;
fax: 262/472-8900
www.winkhaus.com
Connectors
Eduard Kronenberg GmbH
Dingshauser Str. 6-10
Solingen, Germany 42655
+49 (0)212/222 88-0
Fax: +49 (0)212/222 88-999
www.kronenberg-eduard.de
info@kronenberg-eduard.de
Insulating Glass &
Related Products
Airspacers
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884
www.alumet.com
Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
800/346-6628;
fax: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com

Steel, Exterior Doors
Household Metals Inc.
645 E. Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
800/343-2610;
fax: 215/634-2292
www.hmidoors.com

Muntin Bars
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884
www.alumet.com

Storm, Exterior Doors
Household Metals Inc.
645 E. Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
800/343-2610;
fax: 215/634-2292
www.hmidoors.com

Spacers
Edgetech IG Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338;
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com

Truseal Technologies
6680 Parkland Blvd.
Solon, OH 44139
216/910-5100;
fax: 216/910-1505
www.truseal.com
Insulating Glass
Machinery & Equipment
Bystronic Inc.
185 Commerce Drive
Hauppauge NY 11788
631/231-1212
fax: 631/231-1040
www.bystronic-glass.com
salesusa@bystronic-glass.com
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087-1967
330/487-5094;
fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com
Spacers
Edgetech IG Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338;
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com
McKeegan Equip. & Supply
8411 Ronda Drive
Canton, MI 48187
734/459-5870;
fax: 734/459-9837
www.mckeeganequip.com
Information &
Organizations
Associations
American Architectural
Manufacturers Assoc. (AAMA)
1827 Walden Office Square,
Suite 550
Schaumburg, IL 60173
847/303-5859
fax: 847/303-5774
www.aamanet.org
Misc. Products
Displays for Doors
and Windows
Emes Marketing Inc.
68 Theodore Place
Thornhill, ON L4J 8E4
Canada
905/886-1066;
fax: 905/886-1266
www.emidisplays.com
info@emidisplays.com

Software
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Ste. 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
908/806-7824;
fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com
Window Hardware &
Related Products
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Sharon Hills, PA 19078
800/352-0800;
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Stiffeners
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884
www.alumet.com
Weatherstripping
UltraFab Inc.
1050 Hook Rd.
Farmington, NY 14424
800/535-1050;
fax: 585/924-7680
www.ultrafab.com
sales@ultrafab.com

Window Components
Extrusions, Vinyl
Deceuninck
North America
351 N. Garver Road
Monroe, OH 45050
800/432-9560;
Fax: 513/539-5402
www.decna.biz
Windows
Blast Resistant
United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
4925 Lawrence Street
Hyattsville, MD 20781
201/454-0155
or 800/363-8328;

fax: 301/454-0199
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com
Vinyl Windows
VEKA Inc.
100 VEKA Dr.
Fombell, PA 16123
800/654-5589;
fax: 724/452-1007
www.vekainc.com

❙

To place a Suppliers
Guide listing, call
Janeen Mulligan at
540/720-5584 x112
or e-mail
jmulligan@glass.com.
Listings start at $350.

Classifieds
Employment/Help Wanted

:,1'2: '225
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To view listings, visit:
www.dwmmag.com
or
www.glass.com/classified.php

JELD-WEN is hiring dynamic consultative sales
personnel to work with Architects and Builders
Current Open Positions: Architect and Builder Representative
Full Time Beneﬁts Include:
tCompetitive Compensation
Package
tMedical, Dental & Vision Plan
tLife Insurance
tExcellent 401(K) Plan, Company Match
tRetirement Plan
tPaid Holidays & Vacation
tTuition Reimbursement for Employees
tCollege Scholarships for Employees’
Children
tMonthly Auto Allowance
JELD-WEN is an equal opportunity employer,
committed to providing an environment free from
all forms of unlawful discrimination. To ensure
the safety and health of its employees, JELD-WEN
maintains a drug-free work environment.

Minimum Requirements for
Consideration:
tCollege Degree Preferred
tMinimum Five Years Industry
Experience Working with Builders
& Architects
tExcellent Computer Skills

tAbility to Read Blue Prints & Perform
Take-Offs
tExcellent Interpersonal Communication
& Follow Up Skills
tOutstanding Presentation &
Organizational Skills

JELD-WEN is employee-owned and proud to be a stable, privately held, thriving
company. To learn more about JELD-WEN visit our website at www.jeld-wen.com.
Send qualiﬁed résumes and cover letter to jerrype@jeld-wen.com.

www.jeld-wen.com

To place a classified, call Janeen Mulligan at 540/720-5584 x112 or e-mail jmulligan@glass.com.
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Fax

Web Address

847/303-5664

847/303-5774

www.aamanet.org

11

Adhesives Research Inc.

800/445-6240

717/235-8320

www.adhesivesresearch.com

66

Alumet Manufacturing Inc.

800/343-8360

360/653-9884

www.alumet.com

20

Ameri-Can Machinery

877/829-5219

905/542-2261

www.ameri-can.ca

23

Bronze Craft Corp.

800/488-7747

603/883-0222

www.bronzecraft.com

25

Cardinal Industries

952/935-1722

952/935-1722

www.cardinalcorp.com

59

Changshu Hard Glass Co. Ltd.

86-512-52590663

86-512-52599077

www.hard-glass.com

58

Contact Rubber Inc.

888/831-0234

514/631-5682

www.ctcrubber.com

29

Deceuninck North America

877/563-4251

513/539-5402

www.deceuninck.com

1

Edgetech I.G. Inc.

800/233-4383

740/439-0121

www.sustainaview.com

17

Electronic Design to Market Inc.

419/861-1030

419/480-1099

www.edtm.com

56

Elton Manufacturing

800/297-8299

905/878-9211

www.eltonmanufacturing.com

21

Emes Marketing Inc.

905/886-1066

905/886-1266

www.emidisplays.com

65

Erdman Automation Corp.

763/389-9475

763/389-9757

www.erdmanautomation.com

55

FeneTech Inc.

330/995-2830

330/562-8688

www.fenetech.com

15

Fenzi North America

416/674-3831

416/674-9323

www.fenzi-na.com

5

GED Inc.

330/963-5401

330/425-8741

www.gedusa.com

800/724-7683

978/840-4130

www.groveproductsinc.com

45, 57 Grove Products Inc.
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7

G-U Hardware

800/927-1097

757/877-9720

www.g-u.com

49

International Woodworking Fair

404/693-8333

404/693-8350

www.iwfatlanta.com

63

Jason Hardware Co. Ltd.

86-754-5163256

86-754-5162821

www.jasonhardware.com

9

Nordson Corp.

800/683-2314

770/497-3656

www.nordson.com

52

Nova Supply LLC

877/632-2448

877/648-2923

www.novagroupsales.com

15

Pat Mooney Inc.

800/323-7503

630/543-5584

www.patmooneysaws.com

31

P.H. Tech Inc.

800/463-4392

418/835-1145

www.phtech.ca

23

RfsProtech

704/845-2785

704/845-1023

www.ogden-group.com

41

Royal Window & Door Profiles

866/777-1210

866/988-1474

www.royalplast.ca

13

Royal Group

800/361-9261

800/265-5196

www.royalgrouptech.com

22

Shat R Proof Corp.

800/328-0042

952/946-0461

wwwshatrproof.com

39

Sturtz Machinery Inc.

440/248-4009

440/248-4018

www.sturtz.com

58

Tongling Nextool Technology Co. Ltd 519/969-7223

519/968-1173

www.nextooling.com

C2

Truth Hardware

800/866-7884

507/444-4762

www.truth.com

21

Weiss USA LLC

704/282-4496

704/289-7091

www.weiss-usa.com

53

Wenzhou Yongtai Electric Co.

86-577-62727311

86-577-62725001

www.ytai.com

3

Winkhaus North America Inc.

262/472-8800

262/472-8900

www.winkhaus.us.com

35

WTS Paradigm

608/664-9292

608/664-9295

www.wtsparadigm.com

www.dwmmag.com

Industry Indices

Remodeling Activity Remains
Steady in the First Quarter
emodeling activity remained
steady during the first quarter of 2008, as reflected in the
National Association of Home
Builders’ (NAHB) Remodeling
Market Index (RMI). The current
market
conditions
indicator
increased to 41.8 from 40.9 in the
fourth quarter, while the future
expectations measure showed no
change from the previous quarter
at 37.9.
“The remodeling market contin-

R

RMIs for Various Sectors
Component
Fourth-Quarter 2007 First-Quarter 2008 % Change
Major Additions
and Alterations
42.28
44.15
+4.4 percent
Minor Additions
and Alterations
41.76
41.57
-0.5 percent
Maintenance and
Repair Remodeling Work
38.11
39.68
+4.1 percent
ues to show weakness, following the
downturn in the overall housing
market,” says NAHB chief econo-

VALUE OF IMPORTS TO UNITED STATES
Mar. ’08
Feb. ’08
Finished Products (in units)
Plastic windows and their frames
4,340,728
4,431,871
Doors and their frames, wood
53,116,805
48,830,023
Aluminum windows and their frames 24,906,776
22,564,481
Iron windows or steel
and their frames, not stainless
4,573,707
3,176,286
Wood windows, French
windows and frames
16,443,074
14,617,932
Materials (in units)
Cast and rolled glass
8,364,039
6,488,778
Float glass
10,120,311
10,398,384
Laminated safety glass
6,656,000
5,450,172
Insulating glass units
15,254,739
14,186,024
Wood and articles of wood
1,172,549,460 1,168,726,587

Difference
-2.1%
+8.8%
+10.4%
+44.0%
+12.5%

+28.9%
-2.7%
+22.1%
+7.5%
+0.3%

Source: U.S. Commerce Department
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VALUE OF EXPORTS TO UNITED STATES
Mar. ’08
Feb. ’08 Difference
Finished Products (in units)
Plastic windows, frames and
thresholds for doors
8,190,101
8,786,209
-6.8%
Wood windows, French
windows and their frames
7,407,608
6,354,893 +16.6%
Doors and their frames, wood
14,668,942
14,602,160
+0.5%
Materials (in units)
Cast and rolled glass
3,731,235
2,709,021 +37.7%
Float glass
53,477,220
52,063,149
+2.7%
Laminated safety glass
6,598,593
7,087,006
-6.9%
Insulating glass units
9,768,819
9,035,601
+8.1%
Articles of glass
23,498,356
18,590,556 +26.4%
Articles of wood
19,156,598
15,520,028 +23.4%
Continuously shaped wood
24,355,192
21,997,789 +10.7%
Source: U.S. Commerce Department

www.dwmmag.com

mist David Seiders. “We expect there
to be some further erosion in 2008,
with a gradual recovery in 2009.”
Nationally, the RMI components
for major additions and alterations
during the first quarter increased to
44.15 (from 42.28). Minor additions
and alterations decreased to 41.57
(from 41.76). Maintenance and
repair remodeling work increased
to 39.68 in the first quarter (from
38.11). The amount of work committed for the next three months
decreased to 29.63 (from 33.15 in
the fourth quarter) demonstrating
a decline in the backlog of remodeling jobs.
“While remodeling is down
nationally, some markets continue to churn with activity,” says
NAHB Remodelers chairman
Lonny Rutherford, CGR, CAPS,
CGP,
a
remodeler
from
Farmington, N. M. “Many remodelers are seeing smaller jobs and
have a shorter backlog, but we
expect activity to increase because
necessary home repairs cannot be
postponed for a long time.”
Regionally,
current
market
expectations dropped in the first
quarter in the Northeast to 36.4
(from 38.6), and in the South to 42.2
(from 45.0). The Midwest however
increased to 44.1 (from 41.1) and
the West was up slightly to 42.9
(from 42.2).
❙
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Pressure-Sensitive
Adhesives:
Controlling Static
THE FUTURE OF FENESTRATION MANUFACTURING IS IN YOUR HANDS
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Controlling Static

NE

Alternatives to Tinsel
by Charlie Acquista

C

onverters of non-conductive web surfaces,
such as pressure-sensitive adhesive (PSA) tapes,
need to be constantly vigilant in
controlling static electricity. High
levels of electrostatic charges can
be dangerous, and moderate levels
can destroy an adhesive system
permanently, cause fouling and
jamming of production processes
and damage to finished products.
New technology allowing faster
production speeds exacerbates
static-related problems. To reduce
static, operators sometimes will
slow down the production process
intentionally—a costly practice,
indeed.

The Cause: Contact
and Separation
Static electricity is an accumulation of electrical charges on a surface. The polarity of the charge can
be the result of an excess of electrons (negative charge) or a deficiency of electrons (positive
charge). Charges accumulate on

the surface of non-conductive
material such as paper or plastic
film, and they also can accumulate
on ungrounded conductive materials such as machine parts and the
human body.
When surfaces are in contact
with each other, a transfer of electrons occurs. Friction, pressure and
web speed will accelerate this
transfer. When separated, the surface that has gained electrons
becomes negatively charged, and
the mating surface giving up the
electrons
becomes
positively
charged.
This process, known as triboelectrification or tribocharging,
results in the generation of static
charges on the surface of PSA tape
as it unwinds from the roll and as it
contacts and separates from surfaces such as idler rolls, nip rolls
and printing or coating rolls. The
build-up of electrostatic charges is
a cumulative process, increasing
each time the web contacts another
surface. PSA tape can, therefore,
accumulate a high charge as it

Because the static string does not need to make contact with the web, it lessens the
possibility of web damage, coating damage or contamination.

passes through transport systems
where it comes in contact with several idlers.
On non-conductive materials,
such as the papers and films used
for PSA tape, charges do not build
up uniformly across the surface. A
single contiguous surface may
accumulate a positive charge in
some regions and a negative
charge, or no charge, in other
regions. The intensity of charge
also will vary dramatically. For
example, a positively charged
“island” of 30 kV might coexist
twelve inches from a positivelycharged island of only 500 volts and
eighteen inches from a negatively
charged island of 2.5 kV.

The Impact
We are all familiar with the shock
or spark caused by so-called electrostatic discharge (ESD) events.
On a small scale, you feel an ESD in
the form of a spark when you touch
a door knob after walking across a
carpet. On a much larger scale, you
observe an ESD when lightning
storms flash across the sky. An ESD
occurs when a static electrical field
exceeds a certain threshold value,
causing an ionized conductive
channel to form in the air as
nature’s desire for balance plays
out. There are a number of adverse
effects of ESD. Specifically:
• Personal safety. An ESD can be
painful and cause burns, cardiac
problems and even death. In
addition to the direct health
effects of exposure to electrical
current, there also is the secondary hazard of operators suddenly
recoiling from the shock and
injuring themselves by falling
against dangerous machinery.
• Explosion and equipment damage. Static discharge is a spark.

©2008 Door & Window Manufacturer Magazine, 540-720-5584, www.dwmmag.com, All rights reserved.

Areas with flammable liquids or
gases, such as solvents, must
remain spark-free at all times.
Electrostatic discharge can have
sufficient energy to ignite hazardous vapors in coating heads
and gravure printing operations.
An ESD event also can disrupt
logic in PLCs and sensing equipment causing processing errors
and costly down time.
• Damage to the adhesive system.
Static buildup and ESD events
can damage the PSA release liner
of the product being unwound.
When the silicone coating is disrupted by static it will no longer
function as a release system in
the area affected by the discharge. The adhesive will “split”
between two sides of release

liner. Alternatively, the liner can
fail to release where it is damaged, making it difficult to
remove the liner as designed.
• Equipment jams. The accumulation of electrostatic charges can
cause problems, even if ESD
events do not occur. If static
charges are not neutralized,
sheets of materials will stick
together, creating jams in downstream processes.
• Product damage. Electrostatic
fields also attract dust particles,
fibers, bugs and hair, which
results in surface contamination.
This causes obvious quality
problems in printing, coating
and laminating, as well as cleanliness problems with medical
PSA applications. Moreover, stat-

ic charges can cause uneven
coatings and “wicking” of inks,
and pressure-sensitive tape carrying a static charge can damage
sensitive electronic components.

Common Static
Control Methods
To control static on coating and
converting machines, two general
types of ionizers are available—
passive ionizers and active ionizers.
Passive ionizers, also called induction ionizers and non-permanent
static control devices, include static
tinsel and static string, which simply are grounded emitters placed
parallel and close to the charged
material. The electrical energy of
the charged material will excite the
passive ionizer, causing it to gener-

Static Control Efficiency
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Table 1: Static control efficiency results from one series of tests performed by Adchem engineers. Static String Type 1 and Elastic
(both from Alpha Innovation) consistently produced results below the 5000 volts rule.
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ate air ions of the opposite polarity.
If positioned properly, a passive
ionizer can reduce the electrostatic
charge successfully.
Active ionizers (also called permanent static control devices), such
as high-output static neutralizer
bars and static blowers, are powered
by an external source of electrical
voltage. Alternatively, radioactive
material can be used as an ion
source. The relatively high purchase
cost of active ionizers has limited
their use in the converting industry.
Tinsel, also know as garland, is
relatively inexpensive and remains
one of the most widely used methods for controlling static. However,
anti-static tinsel is composed of
copper, and pieces of this soft
metal can break off and contaminate the product.

Extensive Testing
To address this problem, engineers at our company tested a variety of passive ionizer products to
determine whether any of these
methods could provide equal or
better static control compared to
tinsel, without tinsel’s risk of product contamination.
Side-by-side evaluations were
performed at our 200,000-squarefoot engineering and manufacturing facility in Riverhead, N.Y. Five
different passive ionizer products
were tested: anti-static tinsel, static
elastic, static wire and two types of
static string. Each anti-static product was prepared and then installed
one after another in static “hotspots” along the production line.
The static level was measured in
a free space (an ample distance
from any rollers) 10 minutes after
the start of a production run.
Precise measurement of the static
charge over a free-span web surface
was performed with a hand-held

Installation of Stop Static string at Adchem’s facility in Riverhead, N.Y., for static
control efficiency testing.
electrostatic field meter.
The testing procedure was
repeated for five different PSA
products with non-conductive web
surfaces composed of a variety of
materials.

Superior Performance
of “Stop Static” String
The test results showed that
alternative passive ionizer methods can provide better static control than tinsel. In fact, one product, the Static String from Stop
Static, a division of Alpha
Innovation of Marblehead, Mass.,
provided significantly better static
control for all five web surfaces
tested. The Static String product
maintained static levels consistently below the “5000 volts rule”
established by Albert E. Seaver in
1993 and generally accepted as the
industry safety standard. The Static
String
product
from
Alpha
Innovation outperformed other
passive ionizer products including
a similar string product from
another manufacturer.
An advantage of the Static String

product is that it is effective when
installed 0.25 to 2.0 inches away
from the web. Because it does not
need to make contact with the web,
it lessens the possibility of web
damage, coating damage or contamination. The Static String product also was found to be relatively
easy to install and remove, especially compared to tinsel.

Conclusion
When installed correctly, tests
show that Static String reduced electric charge consistently below the
desired level of 5kV in all products
tested to date. We have replaced tinsel with Static String on all our coating and converting machines. As a
result, the measured static level on
all machines has been reduced.
Moreover, our plant has eliminated
the risk of product contamination
by pieces of copper tinsel and can
now guarantee a higher level of
quality control.
❙
Charlie Acquista is a senior process
engineer for Adchem Corp. in Riverhead,
N.Y.
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